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Abstract

Although weather variation is known to affect migratory behaviours of landbirds, the
specific effects of winds on flight timing and orientation at ecological barriers are not
well understand. To assess seasonal effects of winds on flight timing at Long Point,
Ontario, I compared estimates of daily arrival and departure to nocturnal radar counts.
Landfall occurred later on nights with unfavourable versus favourable winds, and later on
nights in spring versus fall. Daily arrival was positively associated with radar counts on
nights with NE and SW winds, but variably associated otherwise. Departure timing could
not be assessed. To investigate effects of winds on flight orientation, I tested whether
migration proceeded in a broad front among four coastal sites in southwest Nova Scotia.
There was variation among sites and broad front migration partly depended on wind.
These results support that winds influence migratory behaviours at a regional scale.

Key Words: Migratory flight timing, Broad front migration, Wind, Diurnal ground count,
Daily arrival, Daily departure, Radar, Landbird migrant
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Chapter 1: Timing and orientation of bird migration in relation to local weather
conditions.

The complex ecological process of migration is utilized by animals to move among two
or more distinct geographic locations (usually the wintering and breeding grounds), that
are occupied for variable lengths of time. For temperate breeding bird species, this
process is thought to have evolved when tropical and/or subtropical species moved away
from their home ranges to capitalize on unexploited seasonally abundant food resources
(Berthold 1999; Rappole and Jones 2002). Primitive migratory behaviour appears to have
been similar to modem day short distance (temperate) migration, which subsequently
evolved into long distance migration for some species (Rappole and Jones 2002).

Migratory movements are critical parts of the life cycle of hundreds of bird species, but
are not without risk and can account for up to 85% of the apparent annual mortality
(Sillett and Holmes 2002). Therefore, the benefits of these movements must be high to
offset the temporal and energetic costs, as well as the mortality risk. The onset and timing
of migration is influenced by a variety of endogenous factors and environmental cues
(Berthold 1999), and studies of these factors are fundamental for understanding the life
history strategies of migratory bird species. Knowledge of how various extrinsic and
intrinsic factors influence migratory behaviours is critical for assessing their significance
for migratory success.

Weather conditions affect behaviours of migrating birds
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Migration theory and empirical observations indicate that inclement weather conditions
can have important effects on migratory behaviours (Alerstam and Hedenstrom 1998;
Weber and Hedenstrom 2000). However, behavioural responses to particular weather
factors tend to vary among species, and these effects undoubtedly interact with other
intrinsic (e.g. age or fuel load) and extrinsic (e.g. topography or time of year) factors
(Richardson 1978a, 1990). Specifically, the timing of flights and movement strategies
employed by migrating birds to move across and interact with landscapes are critical
elements for achieving migratory success, and are strongly influenced by weather
conditions experienced en route.

Local weather conditions influence whether individuals undertake migratory flights on a
given night. In general, individuals are more likely to travel on nights with optimal
weather conditions for flight directed in the seasonally preferred direction. That is, nights
with light tailwinds, clear visibility, and minimal precipitation are more favourable for
flights than nights with strong headwinds or crosswinds, poor visibility, and heavy or
persistent precipitation (Gauthreaux 1971; Hebrard 1971; Danhârdt and Lindstrom 2001;
McNair et al. 2002; Dinevich et al. 2003; Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2006; Tsvey et al.
2007; Calvert et al. 2009). On nights with suboptimal weather conditions, individuals of
some species that have been shown to fly are those with particularly high fuel loads
(Danhârdt and Lindstrom 2001).
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Weather can affect timing of flight initiation and landfall. The passing of cold fronts are
known to delay migratory departures until later in the night or until a subsequent night
(Gauthreaux 1971; Hebrard 1971; Richardson 1978b; Yaukey and Powell 2008), a trend
that was illustrated by Cochran (1987) in a radio-telemetry study of a single Swainson’s
thrush (Catharus ustulatus). During its fall migration through the United States, the
individual departed, on average, 11 min after sunset and flew for considerably longer on
nights without cold fronts, than on nights with cold fronts (Cochran 1987). Precipitation
is also known to affect the timing of migratory landfall. This was demonstrated on the
north coast of the Gulf of Mexico in Louisiana during spring, where northward migrating
birds made landfall earlier on nights with rain, than on nights without rain (Gauthreaux
1971). Changes in barometric pressure are highly correlated with changes in other
weather variables (e.g. wind speed and direction, temperature, precipitation), and might
be used by migrants to predict coming weather conditions and influence departure
decisions (Richardson 1978a, 1990). For example, as cold fronts (which are strongly
associated with changes in barometric pressure) approach, fewer migrants embark on
migratory flights (Able 1973). Additionally, migrants tend to capitalize on the strong
northwest winds that occur after the passage of a cold front during fall (Bruderer 1997).
However, individuals may actually respond to wind cues associated with these pressure
systems rather than actual changes in pressure (Erni et al. 2002).

The speed and direction of winds encountered in-flight impact overall survival and fitness
of migrating passerines by affecting flight energy costs. Energy costs can dramatically
increase in unfavourable winds, and individuals should embark on migratory flights on
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nights with winds that promote long distance flight in the seasonally preferred direction to
minimize these costs (Weber and Hedenstrom 2000; Liechti 2006). In practice,
individuals fly on nights with following (tailwinds; Richardson 1978a, 1990; Danhàrdt
and Lindstrom 2001 ; Liechti 2006) or otherwise relatively calm (Emi et al. 2002;
Peckford 2006) winds, and avoid flying during nights with strong headwinds (Âkesson
and Hedenstrom 2000; Saino et al. 2010). However, grounded migrants that await
favourable wind conditions will embark on migratory flights in headwinds if more
suitable conditions are not experienced within a certain number of nights (Âkesson and
Hedenstrom 2000).

Orienting with the wind only minimizes in-flight energy costs only when winds are
directed in the seasonally appropriate direction for migration (Leichti 2006). In
crosswinds, migrants can be blown off-course by “wind drift”, which can substantially
increase overall migration distance (Desholm 2003). To remain on-course, individuals
must adjust flight heading according to the speed and direction of the wind to maintain
the desired bearing (Richardson 1978a, 1990; Liechti 2006; Âkesson and Hedenstrom
2007). Compensation for wind drift can be accomplished in a simple behavioural shift or
by using topographical leading lines as navigational aids (Bingman et al. 1982; Alerstam
1990; Meyer et al. 2000). Several studies have identified instances where birds adjust
track heading to compensate for wind drift (Drury and Nesbit 1964; Hilgerloh et al. 1992;
Âkesson 1993; Desholm 2003), while others have found no evidence for compensation
(Âkesson 1993; Peckford, 2006). Theory suggests that the variation in the degree to
which landbirds compensate for drift depends on the distance remaining to the final
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destination (Richardson 1991). Birds with relatively longer distances remaining will
compensate less for drift compared to birds with relatively shorter distances remaining
(Alerstam 1979). In cases of wind drift, individuals must appropriately reorient on
subsequent flights.

Although wind speed and direction are the most commonly identified weather variables to
influence migratory behaviours (Richardson 1978a, 1990), these effects probably differ
among species (Desholm 2003), among seasons (Berthold 2001; Dierschke and Bindrich
2001; Stutchbury et al. 2009; Bâchler et al. 2010; Calvert et al. submitted) and with
physiological condition (Danhârdt and Lindstrom 2001). Although, wind conditions that
favour migratory flights in seasonally appropriate direction are likely those that maximize
migratory success, potential seasonal differences in daily flight timing in response to local
wind conditions are not fully understood.

Migration across major topographical features

Migrating across topographical features that contain no suitable locations for refuelling or
predator avoidance presents major implications for migratory success and subsequent
survival. Such features are known as “ecological barriers”. The presence of these features
can affect in-progress migrations, as well as tactics employed by individuals to move
across them because of the risks associated with crossing.
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Although some individuals follow flight paths around barriers despite that the more direct
route across may be shorter (Akesson and Hedenstrom 2007), others cross barriers in
single flights (Sandberg and Moore 1996; Stutchbury et al. 2009). Whether an individual
moves around or crosses a barrier depends on a variety of factors, including the time of
night that the barrier is encountered (Bruderer and Leichti 1998; Fortin et al. 1999;
Williams et al. 2001) and the amount of fuel that individual has stored (Sandberg and
Moore 1996; Deutschlander and Muheim 2009). When migrants move across landscapes
without adjusting their headings for local topographical features, or by employing the
same headings around those barriers in a way that there is little variability in heading
among individuals (Drury and Keith 1962), migration is said to proceed in a “broad front”
(Ralph 1981).

Given the effects of wind conditions on behaviours and navigation tactics displayed
during migratory flights, it should be expected that wind conditions will also influence
whether birds move in a broad front at a particular ecological barrier on a given night. On
nights with winds that promote flights in the seasonally appropriate direction, there
should be little variability in heading among individuals as they migrate without the need
to compensate for drift (Leichti 2006). Such movements would be consistent with broad
front migration. On nights with winds that oppose flights in the seasonally appropriate
direction, there should be comparatively more variability in heading among individuals as
some compensate for drift, while others do not (Drury and Nesbit 1964; Hilgerloh et al.
1992; Desholm 2003). Considerable variability in heading among individuals would be
inconsistent with migration in a broad front.
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Empirical evidence confirms that broad front migration may break down under certain
local weather conditions. At two different ecological barriers (at a land-water interface
and at the base of a mountain range) where passerines are thought to migrate in broad
fronts, studies have demonstrated considerable variability in heading among individuals
on nights characterized by unfavourable winds for flights in the seasonally appropriate
direction. On these nights, the differences in heading among individuals suggested that
multiple flight pathways were employed to cross the barriers, and that migration probably
did not proceed in a broad front (Richardson 1978b; Hilgerloh et al. 1992). The extent to
which migration proceeds in a broad front may highlight variation in physiological
condition among individuals at a particular location, as well as variation in flight response
to local wind conditions. Interactions between these factors probably reflects variation in
the willingness to cross versus move around a given barrier, both within and among
nights

Although it is well known that the presence of ecological barriers can affect navigational
decisions of migrants and hence whether migration proceeds in a broad front, the variety
of factors that undoubtedly contribute to these effects are not fully understood. It remains
relatively unknown how the number and orientation of migratory pathways employed
through a broad geographic region can vary among nights according to variation in the
speed and direction of the winds aloft. At a finer scale, whether the number and
orientation of migratory pathways can vary within single nights or among different
altitudes of migratory flight has never been considered.
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Thesis objectives

In this thesis I explore the effects of wind speed and direction on migration timing and
movement strategy. First, I use relationships between diurnal counts of grounded
migrants and nocturnal radar counts of migrants aloft to examine seasonal variation in the
daily timing of arrival and departure from Long Point, Ontario, and the role of nocturnal
wind conditions in this seasonal variation. Second, I assess whether migrants in fall move
through southwest Nova Scotia in a broad front by testing whether multiple migratory
pathways are employed on a given night, and whether the orientation of these pathways
are consistent among a series of sites and among nights characterized by different wind
conditions. This work will contribute to the body of literature concerned with the effects
of wind on migratory behaviours. In particular, these results will be useful for interpreting
in-flight behavioural responses to adverse wind conditions.
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Chapter 2: Nightly arrival and departure timing of night-migrating songbirds at
Long Point, Ontario.

Introduction

Many songbird species embark on semi-annual migrations between breeding and non
breeding habitats that are separated by hundreds or thousands of kilometres. During these
periods, migrants risk mortality from increased predation (Lindstrom 1989), decreased
food availability (Mehlman et al. 2005), and inclement weather (Hedenstrom and
Alerstam 1997). In light of these challenges, it is theorized that migrants will attempt to
maximize success by minimizing investments of time and/or of energy (Hedenstrom and
Alerstam 1997) in their journey.

Migrating birds typically alternate periods of flight with rest (stopover) on a cycle of one
or more days. Stopovers are critical for rest and energy replenishment (Mehlman et al.
2005) but theoretical inference and empirical evidence suggests that remaining at
stopover sites longer than one day requires greater energy and time investments than
embarking on nightly migratory flights (Hedenstrom and Alerstam 1997; Wikelski et al.
2003). Thus, maximizing flight time while minimizing stopover time should minimize the
time and the energy required to complete an entire migratory journey. Many studies have
described single aspects of migratory flights (timing of initiation, duration or landfall),
but few have sought to comprehensively study the timing of these events (Dinevich et al.
2003).
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Noctumally migrating songbirds initiate flight soon after sunset (Gauthreaux 1971;
Hebrard 1971; Akesson et al. 2001, Peckford and Taylor 2008; O ’Neal et al. 2010), but
the precise timing of initiation and duration of these flights differs among species, and
depends on local weather conditions (Gauthreaux 1971; Dinevich et al. 2003; ShamounBaranes et al. 2006). Cochran (1987) demonstrated this by radio-tracking a single
Swainson’s thrush (Catharus ustulatus) through the United States over 7 nights during
fall migration. The individual departed within 9-13 min after evening civil twilight and
flew for an average of 417 min in good weather, and just 197 and 284 min on nights with
cold fronts (Cochran 1987). In a study of the stopover ecology of fall migrating juvenile
European robins (Erithacus rubecula) from the Courish Spit in the eastern Baltic Sea,
Tsvey et al. (2007) showed that most individuals embarked on migratory flights on nights
with tailwinds and clear skies. In another study at the Courish Spit, Bolshakov et al.
(2007) found no effect of weather on the departures of migrating European robins, but did
show that individuals in spring initiated flights up to 2 h earlier in the evening than
individuals in fall. Because nights in spring are significantly shorter than in fall, birds
likely needed to depart earlier relative to sunset in spring to maximize flight time to be
equal to (or possibly greater than) flight time in fall (Bolshakov et al. 2007). More
generally, using radar data from WSR-57 United States Weather Bureau in New Orleans,
Louisiana, Gauthreaux (1971) showed that migrating birds typically departed 30-45 min
after sunset and that rain delayed departures and interrupted migrations in progress.
Richardson (1978a) used military surveillance radar at two locations in Nova Scotia to
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show that individuals typically initiated flights within 1 h after sunset and that the passing
of cold fronts delayed these movements.

Relatively few studies report the timing of migratory landfall. This is difficult to
accomplish without tracking individual birds, and general surveys have had limited
success. Hebrard (1971) used a horizontally oriented ceilometer on Grand Isle, Louisiana
to illuminate migrating birds both as they departed and landed. Departures occurred 38-70
min after sunset and individuals typically landed in midmoming, 3-4 h after sunrise
(Hebrard 1971). Bolshakov et al. (2003) caught migrating birds in high mist nets during
spring migration and found that reed warblers (Acrocephalus scirpaceus) departed 45-240
min after sunset and landed in the hour before sunrise, van Gasteren et al. (2008) used
Doppler weather radar data collected in the Netherlands to show that birds migrating over
the North Sea during spring migration continued to arrive at the monitoring area until
midmoming, 3-4 h after sunrise.

It is clear from these studies that there is considerable regional, seasonal, and daily
variation in the timing of migratory flights at stopover sites. A better understanding of the
seasonal differences in the timing of initiation, duration, and landfall of flights and, in
particular, the effects of weather on arrival and departure decisions would help elucidate
the differences in timing and strategy utilized throughout the annual migration cycle.

Migration monitoring seeks to assess population trends by quantifying the number of
grounded migratory birds in an area on a given day and is used where birds are known to
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stopover during their migrations (Dunn 2005). Migration counts (data collected via mistnetting or standard census) sufficiently quantify the species composition and abundance
of grounded birds (Wang and Finch 2002), and should reflect the number and distribution
of species migrating through an area (Komenda-Zehnder et al. 2010). However, directly
using migration counts as a proxy for the abundance of individuals that migrate through
an area violates at least two assumptions: 1) that individuals stopover for less than 24 h
and 2) that the count population represents a constant proportion of the migrating
population of birds (Dunn 2005). Migrants are known to regularly stopover for longer
than 24 h (Akesson and Hedenstrom 2000; Chemetsov 2005; Salewski and Schaub 2007;
Calvert et al. 2009; Seewagen and Guglielmo 2009; Goymann et al. 2010) which means
that daily migration counts are an unknown combination of newly arrived migrants and
migrants that landed on a preceding night that have not yet departed. Additionally, the
proportion of migrants that stopover at a site can vary among days according to weather
conditions (McNair et al. 2002). For example, stopover events that are characterized by a
greater than average proportion of grounded migrants in a monitoring area are known as
“fall out” events, and are generally associated with cold fronts or local thunderstorms late
in the night. Energetic condition, distance flown, and wind conditions influence the actual
number of migrants that fall out (Simons et al. 2004).

In spite of potential sources of variability, several studies have shown that diurnal counts
of grounded migrants and nocturnal counts of migrants aloft (data collected via radar or
direct observation) can be strongly correlated (Williams et al. 1981), especially during
particular periods of the night (Zehnder and Karlsson 2001; Peckford and Taylor 2008).
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However, these studies have only made a limited attempt to more broadly incorporate
environmental or behavioural information into their analyses, and measures of local
abundance are directly obtained from the total number of birds detected by radar. It is
reasonable to surmise that obtaining more specific information about the behavioural
states of individuals aloft (i.e. the counts of birds either ascending or descending),
weather conditions through time, and improved estimates of the numbers of newly arrived
and departing individuals from diurnal ground counts could increase the strength of
correlations between the diurnal and nocturnal counts or at least provide more insight into
the timing of and behaviours associated with arrival and departure from study sites. It
might be expected that the numbers of birds ascending after sunset should be better
correlated with estimates of daily departure than with estimates of daily arrival. Similarly,
the numbers of birds descending in the latter part of the night should be better correlated
with estimates of daily arrival than with estimates of daily departure.

This study had two major objectives. The first was to assess correlations between
estimates of newly arrived and departing individuals at a migration monitoring site with
numbers of individuals aloft, at different altitudes through the night, under broadly
different wind conditions (with and without headwinds) for a spring and fall migration
season. In this way, I could assess seasonal variation in the timing of migratory departure
and landfall. The second objective was to more closely assess how the observed
relationship between the numbers of individuals arriving at a stopover site and nocturnal
radar counts of individuals aloft varied with combinations of wind speed and direction,
altitude and time during fall migration. This analysis allowed me to identify whether local
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wind conditions affected the strength of the correlations between radar and ground
counts.

Local weather conditions influence timing of migratory flights among nights with varying
weather, where migrants typically fly on nights with calm or following winds
(Gauthreaux 1971; Hebrard 1971; Danhardt and Lindstrom 2001; McNair et al. 2002;
Dinevich et al. 2003; Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2006; Tsvey et al. 2007; Calvert et al.
2009), and terminate migratory flights prematurely on nights with headwinds
(Barriocanal et al. 2002). By interpreting patterns of correlation between nocturnal radar
counts of birds aloft and estimates of daily arrival and departure derived from diurnal
ground counts, I hypothesized that there would be differences in the timing of departure
and arrival among nights characterized by favourable (tailwinds) versus unfavourable
(headwinds or crosswinds) winds for migratory flight. I predicted that migrants would
depart later and land earlier on nights with headwinds or crosswinds than on nights with
tailwinds. Since fall migrants have been shown to be more sensitive to within and among
night variation in weather conditions than spring migrants (Berthold 2001; Dierschke and
Bindrich 2001), I also predicted that there would be seasonal variation in daily flight
timing among nights with differing wind conditions.

Although diurnal counts of grounded birds are representative of the overall abundance
and diversity o f species that migrate through an area on a given night (Zehnder and
Karlsson 2001; Komenda-Zehnder et al. 2010), the strength of the relationship between
radar and ground counts varies with the time that the radar counts are obtained (Williams
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et al. 1981) and with weather conditions (Peckford and Taylor 2008). Assessing how the
relationship between radar and ground counts can vary according to the speed and
direction of winds encountered during migratory flights should provide a better
understanding of how changing conditions can influence the relationship between the
numbers of birds detected aloft and the numbers of newly arrived birds detected on the
following day. Such a descriptive analysis will increase the utility of ground counts in
studies of bird migration by helping to interpret estimates derived from ground counts in
the context of species diversity and abundance.

Methods

Radar operation and data processing

A small marine surveillance radar (Furuno 1954BB X-band (3.2 cm wavelength), Camas,
Washington, USA) with peak power of 12kW was operated at the Long Point Bird
Observatory, Ontario, Canada (LPBO; 42°35'5.48"N, 80°23’54.90"W; Figure 2.1) to
monitor nocturnal avian migration. The radar antenna was a parabolic dish (nominal
beam width at -3 db power points =~3.5°) that was fixed 40° above the horizontal plane.
The dish completed a full revolution (360° scan) every 2.4 sec. A radar digitizer (Sigma
S6, Rutter Technologies Inc, NL) was used to convert the analog radar signal to a
digitized signal, which was subsequently processed using program radR (Taylor et al.
2010). Data on the time and location in space of all putative biological targets (objects
detected by the radar that were moving against the background; “blips”) were stored in
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digital archives as “blipmovies”. Small targets were reliably detected up to a range of
-1000 m, which corresponds to an altitude of -650 m above ground level when the
antenna is set at 40° above the horizontal plane.
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Figure 2.1. Map of the north shore of Lake Erie. Radar data were collected during avian
migration in fall 2008 and spring 2009 at the Long Point Bird Observatory (LPBO).
LPBO is situated at the base of Long Point, Ontario, and its location is indicated by the
open circle.

Data were collected from 31 Aug to 01 Nov 2008 and from 12 April to 01 June 2009.
Only rain-free nights were included in the analyses because X-band radar readily detects
rain and this inhibits the ability of the radR software to discriminate biotic (e.g. migrating
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birds) targets. Eliminating ‘rain nights’ simplified the analysis and maximized the
probability that returned signals originated from birds.

Post-processing was performed using a series of functions written in R 2.5.1 and R 2.11.0
(R Development Core Team 2010). Information from blipmovies was extracted using
radR, version 551 (tracker plugin), and R 2.5.1 and stored in comma separated files. As
data were extracted, a filter was applied to eliminate blips that were likely returned
signals from abiotic targets other than rain (e.g. clouds or waves). Parameters were set by
watching clips of blipmovies with activity that 1 felt confident were generated by avian
targets (straight tracks moving with speeds that were consistent with those observed
elsewhere for migrating birds; Schmaljohann et al. 2008). I assessed the characteristics of
these blips, and set the following limits for all future filtering; apparent area: 140-20000
m2, number of samples: 5-5000, angular span: 5-oo samples, radial span: 1-22 samples,
and shape: less than 10 times irregular than a circle. Only blips that fell within these
limits were retained for further analysis.

A multi-frame correspondence tracking algorithm (MFC tracker) as implemented in
program radR (Taylor et al. 2010) was used to combine blips that were most likely
produced by the same target into a track. The MFC tracker uses a forward and backward
looking procedure that iterates through scans in a step-wise method. Three unit-less
parameters, described below, are set by the user: minimum number of blips required to
form a track (3), gain (0.8438), and alpha (0.6). The parameters for the MFC tracker were
chosen by watching the same subsets of blipmovies described above. I noted
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characteristics of tracks that appeared to originate from avian targets (targets moving in a
straight line with airspeed (flight speed) 10-15 m/s), and manipulated gain and alpha until
the most apparent tracks were ‘found’ by the MFC tracker and until there were relatively
few or no tracks that appeared to be generated by non-avian targets. The gain parameter
evaluates the matching between a particular blip in one scan and blips in adjacent scans.
Gain uses a probability function (ranging from 0-1) to determine which blips in sequential
scans are generated by the same target. The alpha parameter is a measure of directional
consistency (ranging from 0-1; 1 represents a perfectly straight line) that predicts target
location based on velocity at the track endpoint, and time elapsed between the track
endpoint and new blips. Following track creation, I retained tracks that were moving with
flight speed greater than 8 m/s (targets moving slower than this are probably insects;
Larkin 1991) and less than 35 m/s.

The detection probability (and the strength of returned detection) of a target depends on
the position and orientation of the target in the radar beam. An unknown portion of tracks
are therefore incomplete because blips from the beginning and/or the end are not detected
as they enter and leave the radar beam. To minimize the number of incomplete tracks in
the sample, I calculated the angles described by the vectors between the radar and the first
blip (0 i) and the radar and the final blip (© 2 ) for all tracks. The absolute differences
between 0] and 02 were then used to further filter the tracks. For complete tracks (tracks
that enter and exit the beam at the same angle, flying in a straight line, without changing
altitude) that are detected on the ‘sides’ of the radar beam (Figure 2.2), the difference
between 0 | and 0 2 is zero. Some targets certainly change altitude while in the radar
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beam, thus I calculated the expected difference between 0 i and 0 2 for flight angles
within ± 20° of the horizontal plane. Targets with flight angles greater than 20° were
often moving in excess of the highest known reported vertical flight speed for a migrating
passerine (5.83 m/s; Hedenstrom et al. 2002). The expected maximum difference between
0 i and

©2

for these targets was 50°. Therefore, I further filtered tracks by eliminating

those where the difference between ©i and 0 2 was greater than 50°, and where the
calculated vertical flight speed was in excess of 6.00 m/s. This also had the effect of
minimizing the double counting of targets (those that pass through both the ‘front’ and the
‘back’ of the “doughnut” circumscribed by the radar beam; Figure 2.2). Together, the
post-processing steps eliminated approximately half of the original detected tracks.

Although the selection of parameters and subsequent filtering is partially subjective, this
approach should produce an unbiased and comparable set of valid tracks. More complete
assessment of the errors associated with blip finding and track building is the subject of
another study (P. Taylor unpublished data).
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Figure 2.2. Birds-eye view schematic of the “doughnut” area surveyed by an X-band
radar beam. Given a dominant direction of movement for a group of migrating birds
marked by the arrow, the ‘sides’ of the radar sampling area are indicated by asterisks, and
the inner limits are marked by broken lines. The ‘front’ and ‘back’ sections are
intersected by the arrow.

Several statistics were calculated for each track in the sample. Initial and final three
dimensional positions (x, y, and z (m) in relation to the radar unit) and times were used to
calculate average flight altitude (m), change in altitude (m), median time of detection
(used to group birds into time bins; see below for description), length of time detected (s),
and vertical flight speed (m/s).
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Data from tracks were further summarized by subdividing nights into time-altitude bins
for each night. The period between sunrise and sunset was divided into 10 equal length
bins, and two more bins of the same length were included for the periods prior to sunset
and after sunrise. Because of daily variation in the length of night, bin length differed
across nights, ranging 1.08-1.37 h during fall and 0.90-1.07 h during spring. Tracks were
further grouped into 100 m altitude bins, with all tracks above 650 m assigned to a single
altitude bin (700+ m). Total count of tracks, count of tracks ascending and count of tracks
descending were determined for each time-altitude bin. Following Hedenstrom et al.
(2002), tracks moving at vertical flight speed greater than 0.5 m/s were considered to be
ascending, and less than -0.5 m/s were considered to be descending.

Ground count data compilation

Daily banding and recapture data collected at LPBO were compiled for 31 Aug - 01 Nov
2008 and 12 April - 01 June 2009. Songbirds were captured using mist-nets on days with
low wind and no precipitation. Daily, up to 14 mist nets (12 x 2.6 m, 4 panels, 3.6 mm
extended mesh) were opened 30 min before civil sunrise, and checked every 20 min for 6
h. All birds captured were banded with individually coded standard USFWS/CWS
aluminum leg bands. All recaptures were recorded.

Migratory status (resident versus migrant, diumally migrating versus noctumally
migrating) was assigned to each bird banded during the study periods using the Birds of
North America Online database (Appendix A; Poole 2005). Banding and recapture data
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for species most likely to be detected by the radar (non-resident, noctumally migrating)
were combined and used to estimate overall daily stopover parameters in a markrecapture model (Schwarz and Arnason 1996).

Band numbers were used to construct encounter histories for birds banded during the
sample periods. A bird was assigned ‘ 1’ for each day it was encountered (at capture or
subsequent recapture), and ‘O’ for each day it was not encountered. An analysis of markrecapture data from an open population (POPAN; Schwarz and Arnason 1996) as
implemented in program MARK, version 5.1 (White and Burnham 1999), was used to
generate stopover parameter estimates from the encounter histories. Daily abundance (A,)
is an estimate of the overall number of birds at the study site on day,. Daily survival (<£,)
is the probability that birds detected on day, remained at the study site until day,+/. Daily
recapture (/?,) is the probability that previously marked birds were redetected on day,.
Daily birth (b,) is the probability that a particular bird entered the population between
day,./ and day, (Schwarz and Arnason 1996).

Since 1 expected <Pand b to vary with weather (Calvert et al. 2009) I built models that
allowed these parameters to be time variant (<£t and bt). In candidate models, recapture
probability was allowed either to vary (pt) or to remain constant (p.), but was held at 0 on
days that nets were not opened (days with inclement weather). I selected the best fitting
model for each of the fall and spring banding data using the corrected Akaike Information
Criterion, AICc (Akaike 1973; Burnham and Anderson 2002), where the most
parsimonious model within a candidate model set is the one with the lowest AICc.
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I used estimates o f N\ and <£, to estimate the daily number of newly arrived birds (“daily
arrival”) and the daily number of departing birds (“daily departure”). Daily arrival (5,)
was the difference between the number of birds present on day, and the number of birds
from day,./ that was estimated to remain at the site until day,. Daily departure (D,) was
the product of daily abundance TV, and the number of birds that did not survive (i.e. left
the site, 1-<£*,) between day, and day,+/.

Timing and duration o f nightly arrival and departure

To assess the seasonal effects of nocturnal wind conditions on the timing of daily arrival
and departure, fall and spring seasons were treated separately and each night in the
sample was identified according to the dominant wind direction. I obtained hourly
weather data (including wind direction (deg) and speed (m/s); collected at 175 m above
sea level) from the Environment Canada weather station situated at the base of Long
Point (http://climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/). Nights with tailwinds were defined as those in
which winds predominantly followed the seasonally preferred direction for migration
(325°-45°, NNW-NNE, during fall (n = 13), and 135°-225°, SSE-SSW, during spring (n =
6)). Nights with headwinds were defined as those in which winds predominantly opposed
the seasonally preferred direction for migration (45°-325°, ENE-WNW, during fall (n =
33), and 225°-135°, WSW-ESE, during spring (n = 22)). Because there were few nights
with tailwinds during spring, all nights were considered together for the spring data only.
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I assessed patterns of correlation between daily ground count estimates and radar counts
at different times throughout the night. First, I assessed correlations between the radar
counts and daily arrival - estimates of the numbers of birds that entered the population of
grounded migrants and were detected on the following morning. The time period where
the radar counts were highest and positively correlated with daily arrival should represent
the general period of arrival. Second, I assessed correlations between radar counts and
daily departure - estimates of the numbers of birds that departed from the population of
grounded migrants and were detected on the previous morning. The period where the
radar counts were best correlated with daily departure should represent the general period
of departure. Since day-to-day diurnal ground counts are not independent and hourly
radar data are temporally auto-correlated, I focused on the pattern of change in the
correlation coefficients throughout the night rather than on individual statistical tests of
significance. These analyses and subsequent modelling were performed in R 2.11.0 (R
Development Core Team 2010).

Variability in daily arrival

To directly test the effects of nocturnal wind conditions, time, and altitude on the strength
of correlation between radar and ground counts, I modelled the logarithmic
transformation of daily arrival in a generalized linear model (GLM) with Gaussian errors.
Only fall data were considered because there were too few nights of data recorded in
spring to adequately assess variability.
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I first constructed a series of candidate models that included all possible two-way
interactions among radar count, altitude, time bin, and wind condition. I considered
models where time was modelled as a single term, a second order polynomial, or a factor,
and where altitude was modelled as either a single term or a second order polynomial.
Wind speed and direction (polar co-ordinates) were converted into two linear vectors
(Cartesian co-ordinates) to eliminate the need for using linear-circular regression. This set
of models, coupled with the null model that included only the logarithmic transformation
of radar count as a response variable, were ranked using AICc (Akaike 1973; Burnham
and Anderson 2002) to determine how to best include time and altitude in subsequent
analyses.

A second set of models were built using the best model from set one that included all
combinations of three-way interactions among the predictor variables. I fit and then
ranked each of the models in the second candidate set (as well as the best model from set
one) using AICc (Akaike 1973; Burnham and Anderson 2002). I discuss the highest
ranked model.

Results

Raw data summary

During fall 2008, 3,129 migrants were banded (with 614 recaptures) representing 65
species over 63 d. Weather conditions permitted banding activities for each day during
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the study period. The model that allowed all parameters to vary among days, {d>tptbt},
was the best fitting model for estimating daily arrival and departure from the banding data
(Table 2.1). Forty-six nights of radar data were collected and 274,889 migrating birds
were detected. The greatest numbers of migrants were detected in the third time bin after
sunset (Figure 2.3).

During spring 2009, 8,171 migrants of 83 species were banded (with 1,242 recaptures)
over 51 d. Weather conditions permitting banding to be performed for each day during
the study period. The model that allowed survival and birth parameters to vary but held
recapture constant among days, {<X>tp.bt}, was the best fitting model for estimating daily
arrival and departure from the banding data (Table 2.1). Twenty-eight nights of radar data
were collected and 39,230 mirgating birds were detected. The greatest numbers of
migrants were detected in the fifth time bin after sunset (Figure 2.3).
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Table 2.1. Candidate POP AN mark-recapture models (with the highest ranked models in
bold) used to generate estimates of daily abundance and survival of grounded migrants at
Long Point, Ontario during fall 2008 and spring 2009. Banding and recapture data of
noctumally migrating bird species were used to derive parameter estimates, which were
collected at the Long Point Bird Observatory. Survival (d>) and birth (b) probabilities
were allowed to vary through time (t), and recapture probability (p) was either held
constant (.) or was allowed to vary (t). Given are the number of parameters estimated and
the AAICc for each model.
# Parameters

AAICc

<b,p, b,

188

0

d>,p bt

127

99.995

0>,pt b,

151

236929.30

<Ptp. bt

101

0

Model
Fall 2008

Spring 2009
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Figure 2.3. Mean numbers of avian migrants detected aloft at different times through
nights during migration in fall 2008 (closed circles) and spring 2009 (open circles). Data
were collected using radar situated at the Long Point Bird Observatory at Long Point,
Ontario.

Correlations between radar counts and estimates o f daily arrival and departure

The relationships between radar counts and estimates of daily arrival and departure are
presented in Figure 2.4. Each of the radar counts (total number of tracks, number of tracks
ascending, number of tracks descending) were highly inter-correlated (pair-wise
comparisons performed using Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test, rs > 0.8, p < 0.05), and
the relationships between the radar counts and each of the ground count estimates were
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similar among the three radar counts (Figure 2.4). This limited my ability to obtain
biologically meaningful information from the different radar counts. Thus, to simplify the
analysis I elected to use total count per bin rather than the counts of individuals ascending
or descending.
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Figure 2.4. Hourly correlation coefficients between estimates of daily departure (gray)
and arrival (black) derived from diurnal counts of grounded birds and nocturnal radar
counts of birds aloft versus time bin. Data were collected at the Long Point Bird
Observatory at Long Point, Ontario during avian migration in fall 2008 and spring 2009.
The panels subdivide data collected on nights with headwinds or tailwinds during fall
(‘Fall - headwinds’ and ‘Fall - tailwinds’, respectively) and on nights during spring
(nights with headwinds and tailwinds were considered together during spring; ‘Spring’).
Solid lines represent correlations between the radar counts of all tracks in each time bin
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and the ground counts. Dashed lines represent correlations between the radar counts of
tracks that were descending in each time bin and the ground counts. Dotted lines
represent correlations between the radar counts of tracks that were ascending in each time
bin and the ground counts.
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Consistently, the radar counts were poorly correlated with daily departure (Figure 2.4).
There were no bins where the correlation exceeded 0.4 and the patterns of correlation did
not peak, regardless of season or wind condition.

The pattern of correlation between radar counts and daily arrival tended to be humped,
which was consistent among altitudes during fall (Figure 2.5). On nights with headwinds
(n = 36), the correlations were highest later in the night (rs > 0.5) typically during time
bins 6-8 (30% of the time between sunset and sunrise; Table 2.2) compared to nights with
tailwinds (n = 10) where correlations were highest earlier in the night (rs > 0.4), typically
during time bins 1-3 (40% of the time between sunset and sunrise; Table 2.2).

Table 2.2. Timing (time bins relative to sunset) and duration (percent of time between
sunset and sunrise) of migratory landfall for birds detected using radar situated at Long
Point, Ontario during fall 2008 and spring 2009.
Season

Wind direction

Time of arrival

Duration of arrival

Fall

Headwinds

6-8

30

Fall

Tailwinds

1-3

40

Spring

Headwinds and

8-9

20

tailwinds combined
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Figure 2.5. Hourly correlation coefficients between estimates of daily arrival derived
from diurnal counts of grounded birds and nocturnal radar counts of birds aloft versus
time bin. Data were collected at the Long Point Bird Observatory at Long Point, Ontario
during avian migration in fall 2008 and spring 2009. The panels subdivide the radar
counts by altitude and show the relationships on nights with headwinds and tailwinds in
fall (‘Fall - headwinds’ and ‘Fall - tailwinds’, respectively) and during spring (nights

with headwinds and tailwinds were considered together during spring; ‘Spring’). Line
type indicates the altitude at which groups of birds were detected: 200 m (solid), 300 m
(broken), and 400 m (dotted) on the left panel, and 500 m (solid), 600 m (broken), and
700+ m (dotted) on the right panel.
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During spring, there was an insufficient number of nights with tailwinds (n = 6) to apply
correlation tests between radar counts and daily arrival so nights with tailwinds and
headwinds were grouped (n = 28). The correlations between counts increased linearly
until sunset, and were highest during time bins 8-9 (20% of the time between sunset and
sunrise; Table 2.2). At time bin 10 (after sunrise), there was a decrease in the strength of
the correlation.

Variability in daily arrival

Results from the first set of models that represented variability in daily arrival suggested
that time was best fit as a second-order polynomial, and that altitude was best fit as a
single term (Table 2.3). Time and altitude were included in these forms in subsequent
modelling.
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Table 2.3. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the logarithmic transformation of estimates of daily arrival derived from
diurnal counts of grounded birds collected at the Long Point Bird Observatory at Long
Point, Ontario during avian migration in fall 2008. Each model included main level
effects and interactions among radar count, time bin, altitude, and a linear measure of
wind speed and direction. These were applied to determine whether time was best
included as a single term (a), a second-order polynomial (b), or a factor (c), and whether
altitude was best included as a single term (a) or a second-order polynomial (b) in
subsequent modellling. Also included are the number of parameters estimated and AAICc
value for each model.
Model

Model terms

# Parameters

AAICc

glm2

radar count*time binb + radar

26

0

33

13.13

20

38.90

count*altitudea +
radar count*wind + time binb*altitudea +
time binb*wind + altitudea*wind

glm5

radar count*time binb + radar count*altitudeb +
radar count*wind + time binb*altitudeb + time
binb*wind + altitudeb*wind

glml

radar count*time bin3 + radar count*altitudea +
radar count*wind + time bina*altitudea + time
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bina*wind + altitudea*wind

glm4

radar count*time bin3 + radar count*altitudeb +

26

50.12

80

82.25

96

114.36

3

584.74

radar count*wind + time bina*altitudeb + time
bina*wind + altitudeb*wind

glm3

radar count*time binc + radar count*altitudea +
radar count*wind + time binc*altitudea + time
binc*wind + altitudea*wind

glm6

radar count*time binc + radar count*altitudeb +
radar count*wind + time binc*altitudeb + time
binc*wind + altitudeb,|twind

NULL

radar count
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Among the second set of models that represented variability in daily arrival during fall,
the model that included the three-way interactions among radar count, wind and each of
time and altitude was best supported by the data (Table 2.4). A second well-supported
model that also included the interaction among time, altitude and radar count differed
from the top model by a difference in AICc of only 1.5 (with 2 extra degrees of freedom
and a difference in log-likelihood of <2; Table 2.4) which suggested that this interaction
(time bin: altitude: radar count) was a so-called ‘uninformative parameter’ (Burnham and
Anderson 2002). That is, the relationship between radar count and daily arrival appear to
depend on wind speed and direction, but this relationship varied with both time of night
and with altitude.
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Table 2.4. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the logarithmic transformation of estimates of daily arrival derived from
diurnal counts of grounded birds collected at the Long Point Bird Observatory at Long
Point, Ontario during avian migration in fall 2008. The models were constructed using the
best ranked model from Table 2.3. Each included main level effects and possible
interactions among radar count, time bin, altitude, and a linear measure of wind speed and
direction, where time bin was included as a second order polynomial, and altitude was
included as a single term. Also included are the number of parameters estimated and
AAICc value for each model.
Model

Model terms

glml4

radar count*time

# Parameters
bin

+ radar count*altitude + 35

AAICc
0

radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time
bin*wind + altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind +
radar count*altitude*wind

glm20

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time
bin*wind + altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind +
radar count*altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*altitude

37

1.55

45

glm 17

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +

41

10.68

32

12.76

34

15.88

29

19.40

radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind + radar count*altitude*wind
+ time bin*altitude*wind

glm8

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind

glm 15

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind + time bin*altitude*wind

glm9

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*altitude*wind

46

gimió

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +

31

20.97

38

24.16

40

27.09

35

30.29

26

31.88

radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*altitude*wind + time bin*altitude*wind

glml 1 radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind + time bin*altitude*wind

glml8

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*wind + time bin*altitude*wind

glml 2

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*altitude*wind + time bin*altitude*wind

glm2

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
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altitude*wind

glm 19

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +

37

32.35

28

35.02

32

43.82

34

46.75

radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*altitude + time bin*altitude*wind

glm 10

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*altitude

glm7

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
time bin*altitude*wind

glm 13

radar count*time bin + radar count*altitude +
radar count*wind + time bin*altitude + time bin*wind +
altitude*wind +
radar count*time bin*altitude + time bin*altitude*wind
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To aid in the interpretation of the complex model that represented variability in daily
arrival during fall, I plotted the correlations between daily arrival and radar counts at
different altitudes, throughout the night, for four different wind directions (Figure 2.6).
The relationship between the counts was positive and consistent among time-altitude bins
on nights with NE or SW winds. With NE winds (1128 observations on 25 nights with
instances of NE winds), the pattern of positive correlation was most obvious early in the
night, and tended to increase with altitude. With SW winds (750 observations on 22
nights with instances of SW winds), the patterns of correlation were high and consistent
through the night, and at all altitudes. On nights characterized by SE winds (540
observations on 23 nights with instances of SE winds), radar counts were typically low
(log count <4) and patterns of correlation varied widely among time and altitude
combinations. On nights with NW winds (894 observations on 23 nights with instances of
NW winds), there was a weak correlation early in the night (time bin 3) at all altitudes but
no correlation late in the night (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6. Logarithmic transformations of estimates of daily arrival derived from diurnal
counts of grounded birds versus logarithmic transformations of nocturnal radar counts of
birds aloft. Data were collected at the Long Point Bird Observatory at Long Point,
Ontario during avian migration in fall 2008. Data are subdivided according to nocturnal
wind conditions (northeast: NE, northwest: NW, southeast: SE, and southwest: SW) and
by time of night (time bins -1, 3, 5, 7, and 9). Line and point types indicate the altitudes of
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the radar counts: 200 m (solid black line, closed black circles), 400 m (broken black line,
open black circles), and 600 m (solid grey line, closed grey circles).
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Discussion

Collectively, results from this study suggest that there are seasonal differences in the daily
timing of migratory landfall at stopover sites. Within fall, the timing of arrival differed
among nights characterized by favourable versus unfavourable winds for long distance
migratory flight. I also showed that the numbers of individuals detected by radar can be
used to predict the numbers of individuals detected on the ground on the following
morning. However, the strength of the relationship between radar and ground counts was
weather dependent.

Correlations between radar counts and daily arrival at a stopover site were highest later on
nights with headwinds than on nights with tailwinds in fall. Although migrants prefer to
fly on nights with tailwinds and minimal precipitation (Akesson and Hedenstrom 2000;
Danhardt and Lindstrom 2001; Tsvey et al. 2007; Calvert et al. 2009) and will terminate
migratory flights earlier than expected on nights with headwinds (Barriocanal et al. 2002),
it is energetically advantageous for migrating passerines to engage even in short
migratory flights each night than to remain at stopover sites for multiple nights regardless
of the ambient temperature (Hedenstrom and Alerstam 1997; Wikelski et al. 2003). For
example, during fall, European robins primarily selected the best conditions for migratory
flights in the likely period of departure (measured in days), although some individuals did
fly on nights with poor weather (Danhardt and Lindstrom 2001).
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Migrants also respond behaviourally to ecological barriers, and the shores of the Great
Lakes are well established barriers to landbird migration (Diehl et al. 2003; Bonter et al.
2009). When approaching coastal landscapes, some migrating birds divert their flight
paths to follow the coastline, to avoid flight over open water (Sandberg and Moore 1996;
Deutschlander and Muheim 2009); some will even make landfall (Woodrey and Moore
1997; Diehl et al. 2003; Buler et al. 2007; Bonter et al. 2009). In particular, individuals
with low fuel loads are less likely to cross bodies of water than those with high fuel loads
(Sandberg and Moore 1996), a trend that has been demonstrated on the south shore of
Lake Ontario during spring and fall (Deutschlander and Muheim 2009). Individuals that
migrate through the Great Lakes on poor weather nights, therefore, are probably those
with high levels of stored fuel that can easily migrate across ecological barriers. However,
on nights with optimal wind conditions, fuel stores are probably variable among
individuals. Since the flights of individuals with low fuel loads are often interrupted at
ecological barriers, these individuals are likely to make landfall at the north shore of Lake
Erie during fall, even early in the night. It follows that migratory landfall may be earlier
on nights with favourable versus unfavourably winds due to differences in fuel loads
among individuals.

In spring, correlations between radar counts and daily arrival were highest later in nights
than in fall, independent of weather. Migration theory predicts that migrants experience
different temporal pressures between seasons (Yong et al. 1998), so the fact that spring
migrations are often more hurried than fall migrations (Bolshakov et al. 2007; Calvert et
al. in review), and that spring migrants are known to be less responsive to inclement
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weather than fall migrants (Berthold 2001) are consistent with this hypothesis. European
robins in spring have been shown to depart up to 2 h earlier than in fall from a stopover
site on the Courish Spit in Russia (Bolshakov et al. 2007). Individual wood thrushes
(Hylocichla mustelina) and purple martins (Progne subis) migrated 2-6 times faster
during spring than during fall (Stutchbury et al. 2009). European hoopoes (Upupa epops
epops) migrated ~1.5 times faster during spring than fall (Bâchler et al. 2010). My
observation that landfall occurred over a longer period during fall than compared to
spring is consistent with what would be expected if spring migrants fly for longer periods
than fall migrants. This trend further supports the idea that flight strategies differ between
seasons, and that migrants travel faster in spring than in fall.

Positive correlations between nocturnal radar counts and diurnal ground counts have been
shown in other studies (Williams et al. 1981; Zehnder and Karlsson 2001; Peckford and
Taylor 2008). However, the highest correlations are typically low and can be variable
among days characterized by different weather conditions (Peckford and Taylor 2008).
My analysis revealed that the correlation between radar counts and daily arrival depended
strongly on wind direction. In fact, at Long Point, the two counts were consistently
positively associated only with SW and NE winds. The low correlations on nights with
SE winds may be partly explained by the low numbers of birds aloft under those
conditions. However, the variable correlations between counts on nights with NW winds
are more difficult to explain, since those nights represented periods when there were large
numbers of birds aloft. Since the counts were weakly but positively associated early in the
night, and poorly or negatively associated late in the night may indicate that the portion of
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birds that migrate through and stopover at Long Point in fall may do so early on nights
with NW winds. At any rate, there were considerably more observations on nights with
NE, NW, and SW winds than on nights with SE winds. Thus, there was greater statistical
power to assess the relationships between radar counts and daily arrival on the nights with
NE, NW, or SW winds. In this way, I can be more confident in my assessment of the
relationships between counts on these nights. For nights with SE winds, to increase
statistical power and therefore increase my ability to assess relationships between radar
counts and daily arrival, additional sampling in subsequent years is required.

The variability in the strength of correlation between counts could represent differential
accumulation of individuals at the coast of Long Point. That is, migrants may be less
likely to accumulate on the north coast of Lake Erie on nights characterized by NW or SE
winds than nights with NE or SW winds. NW and SE winds are considerably more
favourable for southward flight across the lake given the ENE-WSW orientation of the
north coast of Lake Erie, because tailwinds (NW winds) and light headwinds (SE winds)
favour migration in the seasonally appropriate direction (Peckford 2006). NE and SW
winds are crosswinds for migrants at Long Point, which can blow individuals off-course
(Richardson 1978b, 1990; Desholm 2003; Leichti 2006) and are considerably less
favourable for migratory flight (Peckford 2006). Additionally, it has been shown that on
nights with unfavourable wind conditions, migrants are probably more likely to
accumulate at the periphery of an ecological barrier (Dierschke and Bindrich 2001;
Yaukey and Powell 2008). Regardless of the underlying reasons, the fact that the
relationship between counts is so variable following nights with different wind conditions
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has significant implications for interpreting migration counts in population trend analyses
(e.g. Crewe et al. 2008).

Noctumally migrating birds embark on flights soon after sunset (Gauthreaux 1971;
Hebrard 1971; Àkesson et al. 2001; Peckford and Taylor 2008; O’Neal et al. 2010), and
so I expected daily departure and radar counts in the time periods immediately after
sunset (during 0-1 time bins) to be strongly correlated. However, estimates of daily
departure were weakly correlated with radar counts during this period, despite the fact
that mark-recapture analyses of the banding data showed that individuals did depart from
the site on most nights and that migrants were detected by the radar immediately
following sunset virtually each night.

The poor correlations between the radar counts and daily departure may be attributable to
poor estimates of departure. These estimates were derived from daily abundance N\ and
survival <P\ estimates from a mark-recapture model that relies on several implicit
assumptions about the stopover strategies of passerines (Dunn 2005). These assumptions
are often violated since migrants are known to remain at stopover sites for longer than 24
h (Âkesson and Hedenstrom 2000; Chemetsov 2005; Salewski and Schaub 2007; Calvert
et al. 2009; Seewagen and Guglielmo 2009; Goymann et al. 2010), and weather events
can influence the proportion of migrants that stop at a site on a particular night (McNair et
al. 2002; Simons et al. 2004). These sources of variation may affect population estimates,
which in turn affect estimates of daily departure and arrival. However, if this were true I
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would have also expected the radar counts and daily arrival to be poorly correlated, which
was not the case.

Perhaps a more likely explanation for the low correlations between the radar counts and
daily departure is that the estimates of daily departure did not reflect the behaviours of
migrating birds across the broader region of Long Point. In other words, the low
correlations may reflect the fact that the origin of the migrants detected by the radar
during the likely period of departure was not near the radar site. Because the radar
antenna was elevated to 40° above the horizontal plane, individuals that were detected
aloft would primarily have originated from outside of the immediate study site. For
example, a bird detected at an altitude of 600 m that was ascending at the maximum
probable flight angle for a passerine (20° above the horizontal) may have originated as far
as 2.5 km away from the study area. The high angle of the antenna also meant that targets
below 150 m were infrequently detected, so individuals departing from the immediate
study site would not have been detected by the radar if their flight angles were relatively
shallow.

Although I expected that measures of vertical flight speed would indicate whether
migrants were departing or landing at the study site, the radar counts of the total number
of tracks, the numbers of ascending tracks, and the number of descending tracks were
strongly inter-correlated in each time-altitude bin. The high degree of inter-correlation
made it difficult to interpret, for example, how the number of individuals ascending from
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the study site on a given night related to daily departure, and how the number of
individuals descending towards the study site on a given night related to daily arrival.

There may have been no real difference in the numbers of individuals ascending or
descending at any time during the night. For birds migrating over the Arava Valley in
Israel during spring and fall, 75% of individuals were ascending from the study site
during the first hour following the first take-off during spring, while just 60% of migrants
were ascending during the same period during fall (Bruderer et al. 1995). For the rest of
the night, the numbers of ascending and descending individuals were in equal proportions
(Bruderer et al. 1995).

Changes in altitude while in the range of the radar may have only described the
behaviours of individuals at a local scale, and not at the scale of the overall flight. Many
small passerines employ a flap-bounding or flap-gliding flight strategy (hereafter referred
to as intermittent flight) to minimize the power required for locomotion during migratory
flights (Rayner 1985; Pennycuick 1990, 1996). Unlike continuous flapping flight,
intermittent flight is characterized by periods of flapping interspersed with periods of
non-flapping which are mirrored by fluctuations in flight altitude (Tobalske and Dial
1994; Tobalske 1995). Birds flying in wind tunnels adjust wingbeat frequency and
transition between continuous flapping and intermittent flight at different wind speeds
(Tobalske and Dial 1994; Tobalske 1995; Tobalske et al. 1999). The wind speeds that
these transitions occur are species specific (Pennycuick 1990, 1996).
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However, the degree to which flight altitude fluctuates during intermittent flight has only
been measured in controlled studies, where bird behaviours are restricted by the size of a
wind tunnel (~1 m; Tobalske and Dial 1994; Tobalske 1995). Although the need for more
rigorous field observations of intermittent flight has been identified (Tobalske and Dial
1994; Tobalske 1995; Tobalske et al. 1999), it is unknown how much altitude can
fluctuate and how much distance can be covered in a single bound during a real migratory
flight. Thus, given the limited sampling volume of the radar used in this study (and
therefore, the limited information available about behaviours of individual migrants) and
the limited knowledge about general characteristics of intermittent flight for migrating
birds, my ability to detect real ascent and descent was also limited. In this sense, the
vertical flight speeds obtained were not well enough informed to use as proxies for arrival
and departure.

Conclusion

As with previous studies, estimates of daily arrival were reasonably well correlated with
radar counts of tracks from particular periods of the night (Williams et al. 1981; Zehnder
and Karlsson 2001; Peckford and Taylor 2008). The pattern of correlation between the
counts suggested that the seasonal differences in arrival timing were weather dependent.
During fall, individuals made landfall later on nights with headwinds or crosswinds than
nights with tailwinds. This was perhaps because individuals with large fuel stores are
likely the only birds that migrate in poor weather (Danhardt and Lindstrom 2001), and are
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consequently more likely to cross an ecological barrier than birds with low fuel stores
(Sandberg and Moore 1996; Deutschlander and Muheim 2009). Thus, in poor weather for
flight in the seasonally appropriate direction, individuals made landfall later. As expected,
individuals made landfall later during spring migration (and over a shorter period of time)
than during fall migration regardless of the dominant wind conditions, which further
supports the idea that migrants utilize different strategies, and respond differently to
inclement weather in different migration seasons.

I caution those using ground counts in mark-recapture analyses as indices of the diversity
or abundance of species migrating over a study site. As with Peckford and Taylor (2008),
I found considerable variation in the strength of correlation between nocturnal and diurnal
counts of migrants among days that was strongly influenced by nocturnal wind
conditions. I encourage users to incorporate nocturnal wind conditions into analyses that
use ground counts in studies of migration ecology.
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Chapter 3: Broad front migration: A test in southwest Nova Scotia.

Introduction

Hundreds of species of songbirds across the globe undertake semi-annual migrations
between breeding and non-breeding habitats. The behaviours of migrating birds are
widely studied, yet the mechanisms by which they move across and interact with
landscapes are not well understood. In early studies of avian migration, there were two
main schools of thought pertaining to migration behaviours. Some thought that migrants
used topographical features such as mountain ranges, river valleys, or coastlines as
leading lines for navigation, moving in what were termed “narrow fronts” (e.g.
Winkenwerder 1902). Others thought that birds predominantly moved over landscapes in
“broad fronts” without regard for the presence of topographical features (e.g. Cooke
1905). Thomson (1926) was the first to suggest movement strategy likely varied among
species and probably depended on the topography encountered on a migration route.

More recently, Ralph (1981) defined “broad front migration” as migration through a
broad geographical area where a constant direction of movement is maintained regardless
of topography. Broad front migration has been documented widely (northeast United
States - Drury and Nesbit 1964; the Balearic Islands - Bruderer and Leichti 1998;
southeast France - Fortin et al. 1999) but the extrinsic factors that relate to it, and the
spatial scales over which it occurs remain active areas of research.
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Mountain ranges, deserts and large bodies of water are often considered as ecological
barriers to migratory flight. These landscape features offer no mid-passage refuge for
landbird migrants, and if individuals elect to cross them, they typically must do so in a
single flight or risk death by starvation or exhaustion. Some migrants appear to
accumulate at the peripheries of barriers (Buler et al. 2007; Yaukey and Powell 2008;
Bonter et al. 2009) and cross only after accumulating sufficient fuel stores and when
weather conditions permit. Others follow flight paths around barriers (using their
periphery as a navigational aid) to avoid the shorter, but risky direct routes across
(Akesson and Hedenstrom 2007). At some locations, such as the Gulf of Mexico, both
strategies may be employed by conspecific individuals within the same migrating
population (Sandberg and Moore 1996; Stutchbury et al. 2009).

Body condition, as measured by the relative amount of fuel an individual has stored, may
influence the decisions that individuals make at barriers. In particular, individuals with
relatively large fuel stores more readily cross barriers than individuals with relatively low
fuel stores. On the north coast of the Gulf of Mexico during fall migration, red-eyed
vireos ( Vireo olivaceus) that were relatively lean oriented either parallel to the coast or
toward inland locations, while fat birds oriented to cross the Gulf (Sandberg and Moore
1996). On the south shore of Lake Ontario during spring and fall migrations, fat Catharus
thrushes oriented in seasonally appropriate directions, while lean thrushes showed a
tendency for reverse migration during spring (southward, away from the coast), and
oriented with the shoreline in the fall (Deutschlander and Muheim 2009).
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Temporal factors, such as the amount of darkness remaining in the night, are also
important factors in the decisions to cross barriers. Such decisions are at least partly
governed by an internally programmed schedule (Akesson et al. 1996). For birds along
the Atlantic coast in the northeast United States, the dominant heading tended to become
more scattered and shifted landwards late in the night (Drury and Nisbet 1964). At the
Balearic Islands in the western Mediterranean Sea, noctumally migrating birds only
shifted their flight orientations when crossing the land/water interface late in the night,
making them less likely to cross the sea than during the earlier part of the night (Bruderer
and Leichti 1998). At the north coast of the Mediterranean Sea, the same trend was
evident (Fortin et al. 1999).

Collectively, these geographical, temporal and physiological factors that influence flight
behaviours of migrants at ecological barriers suggests that broad front migration should
break down at such landscape features. However, there is ample evidence that at some
barriers, under certain conditions, broad front migration does occur. For instance, using
radar, Drury and Nisbet (1964) described the flight behaviours of migrants aloft over the
New England coast during spring and fall migration and showed that individuals followed
a single flight path along the NE-SW coastline and apparently moved in a broad front
regardless of the wind conditions or the degree of cloud cover. Similarly, Richardson
(1979) used data from four high-power military radars situated in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia to study the movement patterns of migrating shorebirds. Although there were
altitudinal differences in the mean flight speed and orientation that varied with the
direction of the winds aloft, there was little variation within broad altitude groups
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(<3000 m and 5000-8000 m). The similarities in speed and orientation within these
altitude groups supported that migration through the region proceeded in a broad front
(Richardson 1979). Finally, Fortin et al. (1999) showed that fall migrants did not differ in
their flight orientations among 10 points along the north coast of the Mediterranean Sea,
which is consistent with a pattern of broad front migration.

Since some migrants adjust heading and flight speed at ecological barriers (Akesson
1993; Bruderer and Liechti 1998; Meyer et al. 2000; Deutschlander and Muheim 2009),
and according to the speed and direction of the winds aloft (Williams et al. 1981, 2001;
Green and Alerstam 2000; Hedenstrom et al. 2002; Akesson and Hedenstrom 2007), it
follows that the occurrence of broad front migration may also depend on nocturnal wind
conditions. Richardson (1978a) showed that fall migrants on the coast of Atlantic Canada
moved in broad fronts when wind conditions were favourable for SW flight; on nights
with unfavourable conditions, some individuals adjusted their flight paths to avoid
moving offshore. Hilgerloh et al. (1992) used L-band surveillance radar to observe
whether the Pyrenees Mountains and the western Mediterranean Sea were barriers for
trans-Saharan migrants during spring. On nights with tailwinds or otherwise calm
weather, individuals migrated NE in a broad front. The observed differences in mean
heading between the sites were inconsistent with broad front migration on all other nights
(Hilgerloh et al. 1992).

Even through regions where migration commonly proceeds in a broad front, the tendency
to migrate as such may vary among species. In a study spanning much of the eastern
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United States, Ralph (1981) used information from mark-recapture data and passive
collection of migrants killed in-flight at man-made structures to describe the migration
routes of several passerine species. Under the assumption that the periphery of a species’
migration route is flagged by greater than expected abundance of young individuals, he
classified species as either broad or narrow front migrants according to the overall
orientation of their migratory pathways. O f 61 species, he concluded that just 12 were
broad front migrants. Among the species that were identified as broad front migrants,
there were differences in migration strategy (diumally versus noctumally migrating) and
in location of breeding and wintering ranges (Ralph 1981). More recently, Williams et al.
(2001) showed that the flight orientations of migrating birds through the Franconia Range
of the White Mountains in the eastern United States were bimodal. Some migrants
oriented SW parallel to the face of the range and along the Appalachians (and were
therefore aligned with the east coast of North America), while others oriented SSE across
the mountains to the Atlantic Ocean. The authors suggested that the groups originated
from two distinct locations, and were composed of different species. In general, the
distinct groups maintained a seasonally appropriate (southward) orientation, but the
differences in heading suggested that, collectively, they were not moving in a broad front
(Williams et al. 2001).

Patterns of avian migration near the Atlantic coast of Canada and the United States have
been studied since the 1960s. There is support for multiple flight paths (along the coast
and across the Atlantic Ocean) that are species specific (Drury and Keith 1962; Drury and
Nisbet 1964; Ralph 1981). Many groups of birds follow the NE-SW coastline during both
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spring and fall (Richardson 1972, 1978a), and migration has been proposed to proceed in
a broad front (Drury and Keith 1962; Drury and Nisbet 1964; Richardson 1972, 1978a,
1979). More recently, the mean orientation of fall migrating yellow-rumped warblers
(Dendroica coronata) at a coastal Nova Scotia island has been shown to generally align
with the coast (mean = 238°) (Fitzgerald and Taylor 2008). However, there was
considerable variability explained partly by weather and partly by the geographic origin
of the individuals (Fitzgerald and Taylor 2008). Likewise (and at the same location),
radar studies have shown that although individuals migrated SW along the NE-SW
coastline of Nova Scotia (on track with the shortest bearing to cross the Gulf of Maine)
during fall, there was considerable within and among night variation in the headings of
individuals (Peckford 2006). This variability suggests that migrants may employ multiple
flight pathways to cross the Gulf of Maine.

The main objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that migration through
southwest Nova Scotia proceeds in a broad front. I defined broad front migration
following Ralph (1981), as a migratory movement through a broad geographical area (i.e.
coastal Nova Scotia) that is maintained at a constant heading regardless of topography
(i.e. the coastline of the Gulf of Maine). I used a multi-site approach such as that
employed by Ralph (1981) to directly quantify flight behaviours of actively migrating
passerines at multiple, but closely situated sites.

Previous studies of broad front migration in northeast North America were conducted
using powerful military radars which detect birds from considerable distances, but
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provide poor resolution of individual migrants. I therefore used data collected by small
marine radars that allowed for more precise assessment of the flight behaviours of
individuals. Because of the variability in orientation observed among individuals in the
finer scale studies described above (Peckford 2006; Fitzgerald and Taylor 2008), 1
expected that 1 would reject the hypothesis of broad front migration at some scale, for at
least some nights.

I used patterns of count (the number of migrating individuals detected over a particular
period), and a set of easily measured flight characteristics for those individuals (mean
flight speed, mean heading and circular variation (rho) of heading) to test this hypothesis.
With broad front migration, migrating birds should depart and make landfall at the same
time across a region on any given night. Since temporal changes in count can indicate
timing of migratory departure or landfall (Gauthreaux 1971; Richardson 1978a; Akesson
et al. 1996; Peckford and Taylor 2008), radar data should show similar patterns of change
in count across a series of sites throughout a region. Also in cases of broad front
migration, migrants should exhibit the same flight behaviours at ecological barriers. A
change in flight speed can indicate a behavioural response (Bruderer and Leichti 1998),
and so observed changes in mean flight speed should be similar across the region. Flight
orientation is a measure of the number and the direction of the pathways employed (Drury
and Nisbet 1964; Richardson 1979; Akesson 1993; Fortin et al. 1999), thus, there should
be similar patterns of mean and rho of heading across the region. Variability in any of the
temporal patterns of count, mean flight speed, mean heading, or rho of heading
attributable to differences among sites throughout a region is inconsistent with broad front
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migration. Such variability would suggest that migrants follow multiple flight pathways
and therefore employ a strategy other than broad front migration to cross the Gulf of
Maine.

Methods

Radar operation and data processing

Small marine surveillance radars (Furuno 1954BB X-band, 3.2 cm wavelength, peak
power 12 kW; Camos, Washington) were operated during fall 2007 at four sites in Nova
Scotia (Figure 3.1): Brier Island (BI; 44°16'29.92"N, 66°20'44.03"W), Rushmere Lake
(RL; 44° 1'53.18"N, 65°37’11.00”W), Cape Sable Island (CSI; 43°26’33.90"N, 65°36'
2.56"W), and Seal Island (SI; 43°23'42.53"N, 66° 0'43.42"W) to monitor nocturnal
migration. Data were collected from 22 Aug - 10 Oct at BI, from 18 Sept - 27 Oct at RL,
from 08 Aug - 09 Nov at CSI and from 18 Aug - 19 Oct at SI each night from sunset to
sunrise. The radars were positioned within 50 km of the NE-SW coastline and within 50
km of one another, such that the array of radars spanned the southwest end of Nova
Scotia adjacent to the Gulf of Maine, an area of roughly 110 x 70 km (Figure 3.1). Data
processing was performed as described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.1. Map of the southwest region of Nova Scotia. Radar data were collected
during avian migration in fall 2007 at four coastal sites: Brier Island (BI), Cape Sable
Island (CSI), Seal Island (SI), and Rushmere Lake (RL).

For each track, I calculated average altitude (m), change in flight altitude (m), median
time of detection, length of time detected (s), vertical flight speed (m/s), groundspeed
(m/s) and bearing (deg) using the initial and final positions relative to the radar unit, and
the initial and final times of detection. To calculate heading (deg) and flight speed (m/s), I
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obtained hourly weather data (wind direction (deg) and speed (m/s)) from the nearest
Environment Canada weather stations to each site: Yarmouth, Nova Scotia (data collected
at 43 m above sea level) for RL; Brier Island, Nova Scotia (data collected at 16 m above
sea level) for BI; Baccaro Point, Nova Scotia (data collected at 13 m above sea level) for
CSI and SI (http://climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/). I estimated concurrent wind speed and
direction for each track by interpolating the wind data to the track data using the
timestamps. Heading and flight speed were calculated by subtracting the wind vector
(wind speed and direction) from the track vector (track bearing and groundspeed).

For each night, data from tracks were further summarized by subdividing nights into 10
equal time bins (1-10). To account for daily variation in the length of night, bin length
was adjusted for each night, ranging from 1.03-1.34 h. Tracks were subdivided into low
(100-400 m above ground level) and high (>400 m above ground level) altitude bins. For
each combination of altitude and time, I computed the number of targets (count), mean
flight speed, mean heading and rho of heading. Because all radars were identical and were
run in an identical fashion, the data were comparable across sites.

Data analysis

To establish whether there were similar temporal patterns of migration through southwest
Nova Scotia, I compared patterns of count at the four coastal sites on different nights. For
this analysis, I selected nights where data were collected at each site (n = 10), and
modelled count through the night at different altitudes. I used a logarithmic
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transformation of count as the response variable in a generalized linear model (GLM)
with Gaussian errors. I fit a model that included main level effects and all interactions
among site (four level factor), altitude (high or low; two level factor), time bin (second
order polynomial; see Chapter 2), and date (10 level factor). Model fit was assessed by
inspecting diagnostic plots of the residuals. This and subsequent modelling were
performed in R 2.11.0 (R Development Core Team 2010).

The results from the initial analysis suggested that the variability in count was related to
all four predictor variables in a complex four-way interaction (site: altitude: time bin:
date). However, plots of the results suggested that the temporal patterns of count were
broadly similar at BI and RL, and at CSI and SI and broadly different on “high intensity”
versus “low intensity” nights (Figure 3.2). These observations suggested a means to
simplify subsequent statistical models while incorporating additional nights of data for
the analyses. In a second set of models, I treated BI and RL (“north”), and SI and CSI
(“south”) as single locations. Nights were considered high intensity when the total
number of individuals detected exceeded the median at two or more sampling sites.
Otherwise, nights were considered as low intensity. I included all nights that data were
recorded at each location (n = 23 low intensity nights, n = 19 high intensity nights). As in
the first model, time was fit as a second order polynomial, and altitude was fit as a two
level factor. Rather than assessing variability by date, I included a combined term for
wind speed and direction which were converted from polar co-ordinates into two linear
vectors (Cartesian co-ordinates). Time bin length was included as an offset.
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I was primarily interested in how patterns of each of the responses varied across the
region and I knew from the first analysis that the models were likely complex, so I
focused on interactions that included location. For each of the logarithmic transformation
of count, the logarithmic transformation of mean flight speed, and the arcsin square root
transformation of the rho of heading, I constructed a series of candidate models that
included all two-way interactions among location, altitude, time and wind coupled with
all possible combinations of three-way interactions that involved location. Two additional
models were included in the set as null models. The first included all two-way
interactions that did not involve location, but did include the main level effect of location.
The second included main level effects and two-way interactions among time, altitude,
and wind. Location was not included in the second null model.

Although wind was actually composed of two terms [x (“windx”) and y (“windy”)
components of overall wind speed and direction], conceptually I treated it as a single term
and assessed interactions that involved both wind terms and the other predictor variables.
For example, the ‘two-way’ interaction between wind and location actually included the
two-way interactions location: windx and location: windy and the three-way interaction
location: windx: windy. 1 fit and then ranked each of the models in the candidate set using
the corrected Akaike Information Criterion, AICc (Akaike 1973; Burnham and Anderson
2002). In general, I only discuss the highest 1-2 ranked models or those with AICc
weights (“AICcW f’) greater than 0.3 (e.g. Calvert et al. 2009).
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Mean heading was modelled using multiple regression analyses adapted to angular data
(spherically projected multivariate linear models; SPML; Presnell et al. 1998; Marchetti
and Scapini 2003), with code provided by Scapini et al. (2002). To begin, circularnormality was assessed (a = 0.10) with Watson’s Test for the von Mises (circular normal)
distribution using the CircStats package (Lund and Agostinelli 2006) implemented in R
2.11.0 (R Development Core Team 2010). The data did not conform to the circular
normal distribution (low intensity nights: Watson’s test statistic = 1.1958, p < 0.01; high
intensity nights: Watson’s test statistic = 0.9006, p < 0.01), but this was probably a result
of large sample sizes (n = 1275 on low intensity nights and n = 1157 on high intensity
nights). Because there are few other options for modelling circular data in this way, I
elected to treat the data as circularly normally distributed. SPMLs cannot support the
presence of complex interactions, so 1 compared the fit of a series of candidate models
that included two-way interactions involving location. An additional model that included
only the main level effects of time, altitude, and wind, but not location was included as a
null model. I ranked the models using AICc (Akaike 1973; Burnham and Anderson
2002), and I discuss the highest ranked models.

Results

Across the sites, 144 659 targets were detected among 52 nights at BI; 28 475 during 19
nights at RL; 40 578 during 55 nights at CSI; and 60 602 during 44 nights at SI.
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The initial model that represented variability in count among 10 nights of avian migration
in fall supported the presence of the four-way interaction among explanatory variables
(location: time of year: time of night: altitude; Table 3.1). This not only suggested that
there were differences in the flow of migrants across the region, but that those differences
varied among days, between altitudes and through time in a complex way. However, plots
of the numbers of migrants detected through time showed that patterns were broadly
similar at the two northern sites (BI and RL) and at the two southern sites (CSI and SI)
(Figure 3.2). The peak in the numbers of birds detected occurred in the same time bin at
BI and RL, and at CSI and SI, and there were similar numbers of birds detected
throughout the night within the northern sites and within the southern sites. There were
also apparent differences in the flow of migrants on low (n = 23) versus high (n = 19)
intensity nights of migration. On high intensity nights, there were distinct peaks in the
numbers of birds detected, while similar peaks were not clear on low intensity nights
(Figure 3.2).
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Table 3.1. Analysis of Deviance table for the Gaussian GLM representing variability in
counts of avian migrants at different periods of nights during migration in fall 2007. Data
were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia.
Degrees of freedom, deviance, F-statistic, and p-value are included for each term in the
model.
Model term

df

Deviance

F-statistic

p-value

site

3

706.01

372.46

<0.001

time of year

9

1258.58

221.32

<0.001

time of night

2

285.54

225.96

<0.001

altitude

1

264.31

418.31

<0.001

site: time of year

27

216.66

12.70

<0.001

site: time of night

6

11.03

2.91

0.0084

time of year: time of night

18

129.12

11.35

<0.001

site: altitude

3

93.85

49.51

<0.001

time of year: altitude

9

80.01

14.07

<0.001

time of night: altitude

2

7.43

5.88

0.0030

site: time of year: time of night

54

74.16

2.17

<0.001

site: time of year: altitude

27

35.98

2.11

0.0010

site: time of night: altitude

6

5.36

1.41

0.21

time of year: time of night: altitude

18

22.17

1.95

0.011

site: time of year: time of night: altitude

54

50.10

1.47

0.020
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Figure 3.2. Logarithmic transformations counts of avian migrants versus time bin among
10 nights during migration in fall 2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four
sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia, indicated by line type: Brier Island (broken
grey), Cape Sable Island (solid grey), Seal Island (solid black), and Rushmere Lake
(broken black). Nights are separated into panels, and the asterisks mark high intensity
nights of migration, where the median count of birds detected was exceeded at two or
more sites.
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Patterns o f count between northern and southern sites

There was support for three models on low intensity nights of migration that explained
variability in count (AICcWt>0.23 for each; Table 3.2). The highest ranked model
included no three-way interactions involving location (model 8); while the others did
(models 4 and 6). The same top ranked model was also supported during high intensity
nights (model 8; AICcWt = 0.88; Table 3.3). An examination of the Analysis of Deviance
tables for this model showed that the two-way interaction involving wind and location
contributed substantially to the explained variation in count in each case. The weaker
support for more complex models on low, but not high intensity nights suggested that
there may be additional variability among locations on low intensity nights. Plots of the
numbers of migrants detected through time support these results, and further highlight the
differences among the northern and southern sites and among low and high intensity
nights of migration. There were twice as many migrants detected at northern than at
southern sites on high intensity nights, and about three and a half times more on low
intensity nights (Figure 3.3). The differences between locations were similar among
altitude bins, but magnified on nights with easterly winds.
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Table 3.2. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the logarithmic transformation of counts of avian migrants on low intensity
nights of migration through southwest Nova Scotia during fall 2007. Data were collected
using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia. Included are the
number of parameters estimated and AAIC value for each model. Predictor variables were
altitude (a), time of night (t), wind (w), and location (1); base ~ a + t + w + l + a:t + a:w +
a:l + t:w + w:l.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

AICcWt

4

base + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

41

0

0.34

8

base

26

0.07

0.32

6

base + a:w:I + a:t:w

35

0.73

0.23

1

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

43

3.37

0.06

2

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w

37

4.07

0.04

7

base + a:t:w + t:w:l

38

10.5

0

3

base + a:t:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

40

14.58

0

5

base + a:t:l + a:t:w

34

15.17

0

NULL

base - w:l - a:l - t:l

20

136.04

0

NULL

base - w:l - a:l —t:l —1

19

589.22

0
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Table 3.3. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the logarithmic transformation of counts of avian migrants on high intensity
nights of migration through southwest Nova Scotia during fall 2007. Data were collected
using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia. Included are the
number of parameters estimated and AA1C value for each model. Predictor variables were
altitude (a), time of night (t), wind (w), and location (1); base ~ a + t + w + l + a:t + a:w +
a:l + t:w + w:l.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

AICcWt

8

base

26

0

0.88

6

base + a:w:l + a:t:w

35

5.74

0.05

5

base + a:t:l + a:t:w

34

5.76

0.05

2

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w

37

8.04

0.02

7

base + a:t:w + t:w:l

38

11.91

0

4

base + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

41

14.50

0

3

base + a:t:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

40

14.51

0

1

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

43

16.84

0

NULL

base - w:l - a:l - t:l

20

138.47

0

NULL

base - w:l

19

337.68

0

a:l —t:l —1
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Figure 3.3. Logarithmic transformations counts of avian migrants versus time bin during
nocturnal migration in during fall 2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four
sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia, which were grouped into a northern
location (Brier Island and Rushmere Lake; black lines) and a southern location (Cape
Sable Island and Seal Island; grey lines). Solid lines indicate the mean count of birds
detected at low altitudes (<400 m), and broken lines indicate the mean count of birds
detected at high altitudes (>400 m). Data are subdivided by intensity of migration (low
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versus high) and by wind direction (NE - northeast, NW - northwest, SE - southeast, and
SW - southwest).
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Patterns o f flight speed between northern and southern sites

Location alone influenced flight speed on low intensity nights (null model; AICcWt =
0.48; Table 3.4), but there was some support for other models that included interactions
with location (models 8 and 6; AICcWt = 0.21 and 0.14 respectively; Table 3.4). This
suggested that some more complex interactions might be present. On high intensity
nights, there was support for two models including complex interactions involving
location, with each of time and wind, and altitude and wind (models 7 and 4; AICcWt =
0.55, 0.22; Table 3.5). The range in mean flight speed was similar on low (13.5-14.7 m/s),
and high (12.8-14.3 m/s) intensity nights, and individuals consistently moved faster at the
southern sites than individuals at the northern sites. Mean flight speed tended to decline in
the second half of the night at the northern sites (Figure 3.4).
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Table 3.4. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the logarithmic transformation of the mean flight speeds of avian migrants
on low intensity nights of migration through southwest Nova Scotia during fall 2007.
Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova
Scotia. Included are the number of parameters estimated and AAIC value for each model.
Predictor variables were altitude (a), time of night (t), wind (w), and location (1); base ~ a
+ 1 + w + 1 + a:t + a:w + a:l + t:w + w:l.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

AICcWt

NULL

base —w:l - a:l - t:l

20

0

0.48

8

base

26

1.62

0.21

6

base + a:w:l + a:t:w

35

2.43

0.14

5

base + a:t:l + a:t:w

34

4.69

0.05

7

base + a:t:w + t:w:l

38

4.95

0.04

2

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w

37

5.32

0.03

4

base + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

41

5.55

0.03

3

base + a:t:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

40

7.23

0.01

1

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

43

7.86

0.01

NULL

base - w:l - a:l —t:l —1

19

17.26

0
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Table 3.5. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the logarithmic transformation of the mean flight speeds of avian migrants
on high intensity nights of migration through southwest Nova Scotia during fall 2007.
Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova
Scotia. Included are the number of parameters estimated and AAIC value for each model.
Predictor variables were altitude (a), time of night (t), wind (w), and location (1); base ~ a
+ 1 + w + 1+ a:t + a:w + a:l + t:w + w:l.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

AICcWt

7

base + a:t:w + t:w:l

38

0

0.55

4

base + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

41

1.81

0.22

1

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

43

3.35

0.10

3

base + a:t:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

40

3.66

0.09

8

base

26

5.36

0.04

6

base + a:w:l + a:t:w

35

10.71

0

5

base + a:t:l + a:t:w

34

12.80

0

2

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w

37

12.98

0

NULL

base - w:l - a:l —t:l —1

19

18.85

0

NULL

b a s e -w :l-a :l-t:l

20

18.97

0
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Figure 3.4. Logarithmic transformations of the mean flight speeds (m/s) of avian
migrants versus time bin during nocturnal migration in during fall 2007. Data were
collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia, which
were grouped into a northern location (Brier Island and Rushmere Lake; black lines) and
a southern location (Cape Sable Island and Seal Island; grey lines). Solid lines indicate
the mean flight speeds of birds detected at low altitudes (<400 m), and broken lines
indicate the mean flight speeds of birds detected at high altitudes (>400 m). Data are

subdivided by intensity of migration (low versus high) and by wind direction (NE
northeast, NW - northwest, SE - southeast, and SW - southwest).
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Patterns o f heading between northern and southern sites

There was strong support for the model that included the three-way interaction among
location, time, and wind (model 7; AICcWt = 0.75; Table 3.6) that explained variability
in rho on low intensity nights. However, on high intensity nights, the highest ranked
model only supported the presence of two-way interactions (model 8; AICcWt = 0.83;
Table 3.7). The Analysis of Deviance table for this model showed that the two-way
interaction involving time and location contributed substantially to the explained variation
in rho on high intensity nights. Plots of the temporal patterns of rho revealed considerable
variability among the locations (Figure 3.5). Rho was generally high (>0.7), and remained
so throughout the night at the southern sites. At the northern sites, however, rho tended to
decrease later in the night, particularly on nights with westerly winds.
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Table 3.6. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the arcsin square root transformation of variance in heading (rho) of avian
migrants on low intensity nights of migration through southwest Nova Scotia during fall
2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of
Nova Scotia. Included are the number of parameters estimated and AAIC value for each
model. Predictor variables were altitude (a), time of night (t), wind (w), and location (1);
base ~ a + t + w + l + a:t + a:w + a:l + t:w + w:l.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

AICcWt

7

base + a:t:w + t:w:l

38

0

0.75

3

base + a:t:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

40

3.21

0.15

4

base + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

41

5.45

0.05

8

base

26

5.56

0.05

1

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

43

8.70

0.01

5

base + a:t:l + a:t:w

34

15.77

0

6

base + a:w:l + a:t:w

35

17.56

0

2

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w

37

19.65

0

NULL

base - w:l - a:l —t:l —1

20

60.78

0

NULL

b a s e -w :l-a :l-t:l

19

108.06

0
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Table 3.7. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in the arcsin square root transformation of variance in heading (rho) of avian
migrants on high intensity nights of migration through southwest Nova Scotia during fall
2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of
Nova Scotia. Included are the number of parameters estimated and AAIC value for each
model. Predictor variables were altitude (a), time of night (t), wind (w), and location (1);
base ~ a + t + w + l + a:t + a:w + a:l + t:w + w:l.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

AICcWt

8

base

26

0

0.83

6

base + a:w:l + a:t:w

35

5.02

0.07

NULL

base - w:l - a:l —t:l

20

5.44

0.05

4

base + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

41

7.33

0.02

2

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w

37

8.15

0.01

7

base + a:t:w + t:w:l

38

9.80

0.01

1

base + a:t:l + a:w:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

43

10.47

0

5

base + a:t:l + a:t:w

34

13.72

0

3

base + a:t:l + a:t:w + t:w:l

40

13.91

0

NULL

base - w:l - a:l —t:l —1

19

15.05

0
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Figure 3.5. Arcsin square root transformations of the variance in heading (rho) of avian
migrants versus time bin during nocturnal migration in during fall 2007. Data were
collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia, which
were grouped into a northern location (Brier Island and Rushmere Lake; black lines) and
a southern location (Cape Sable Island and Seal Island; grey lines). Solid lines indicate
the varience in heading of birds detected at low altitudes (<400 m), and broken lines
indicate the varience in heading of birds detected at high altitudes (>400 m). Data are

subdivided by intensity of migration (low versus high) and by wind direction (NE
northeast, NW - northwest, SE - southeast, and SW - southwest).
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The highest ranked model that represented variability in mean heading on low intensity
nights supported the presence of the two-way interaction between location and wind
(model 4; Table 3.8). On high intensity nights, the highest ranked model supported the
presence of all two-way interactions involving location (time: location, altitude: location
and wind: location; model 2; Table 3.9), and inspection of the Analysis of Deviance table
for this model showed that the interactions between wind and location, and between time
and location contributed substantially to the explained variability in mean heading.
Circular plots illustrate the variability in heading among locations, which was particularly
evident on low intensity nights of migration (Figure 3.6). Average mean heading ranged
between 163-240° on low intensity nights and between 238-273° on high intensity nights
(Figure 3.7). Regardless of migration intensity, the mean headings of birds more closely
matched the orientation of the coastline of Nova Scotia at the southern sites, compared to
the northern sites.

Table 3.8. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in mean heading on low intensity nights of migration through southwest Nova
Scotia during fall 2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the
southern coast of Nova Scotia. Included are the number of parameters estimated and
AAIC value for each model. Predictor variables were altitude (a), time of night (t), wind
(w), and location (1); base ~ a + t + w + 1.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

4

base + w:l

22

0

2

base + a:l + w:l + t:l

28

2.522

NULL

base - 1

14

21.044

1

base

16

22.484

5

base + a:l

18

24.214

3

base + t:l

20

28.776

Table 3.9. Candidate Gaussian GLMs (with the highest ranked in bold) representing
variability in mean heading on high intensity nights of migration through southwest Nova
Scotia during fall 2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the
southern coast of Nova Scotia. Included are the number of parameters estimated and
AAIC value for each model. Predictor variables were altitude (a), time of night (t), wind
(w), and location (1); base ~ a + t + w + 1.
Model #

Model terms

# Parameters

AAIC

2

base + a:l + w:l + t:l

28

0

3

base + t:l

20

8.608

4

base + w:l

22

11.35

1

base

16

13.51

5

base + a:l

18

16.217

NULL

base -1

14

20.135
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Bl + RL (High Intensity)

CS + SI (High Intensity)

Bl + RL (Low Intensity)

CS + SI (Low Intensity)

Figure 3.6. Circular distributions of the mean headings (deg) of avian migrants detected
during nocturnal migration in fall 2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four
sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia, which were grouped into a northern
location (Brier Island and Rushmere Lake) and a southern location (Cape Sable Island
and Seal Island). Data are subdivided by migration intensity (low versus high), which is
specified in parentheses.
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Figure 3.7. Mean heading (deg) of avian migrants versus time bin during nocturnal
migration in fall 2007. Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the
southern coast of Nova Scotia, which were grouped into a northern location (Brier Island
and Rushmere Lake; black lines) and a southern location (Cape Sable Island and Seal
Island; grey lines). Solid lines indicate the mean heading of birds detected at low altitudes
(<400 m), and broken lines indicate the mean heading of birds detected at high altitudes
(>400 m). Data are subdivided into panels by intensity of migration (low versus high) and
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by wind direction (NE - northeast, NW - northwest, SE - southeast, and SW southwest). The broken horizontal line is for reference, where heading equals 180°.
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Overall, the statistical models that represented variability in each of count, mean flight
speed, mean and rho of heading supported the presence of different multi-way
interactions that involved location. The variability in the responses primarily depended on
wind, and these effects appeared to differ between high and low intensity nights of
migration. Consistent with these results are several examples of nights where individuals
were variably oriented among the sites (Figure 3.8). On these nights (usually with easterly
winds) there was no consistent pattern in mean heading and/or in rho of heading. In some
cases, the temporal and altitudinal patterns of mean heading differed among the sites
(Sept 13/14, high intensity migration, and Oct 13/14, low intensity migration). In other
cases, the mean heading was consistent across the region, but was there was considerable
variability among the sites (Sept 30/ Oct 01, high intensity migration). These examples
are inconsistent with broad front migration.
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Figure 3.8. Scatter plots of the headings (deg) of avian migrants versus time bin on nights
during nocturnal migration in fall 2007 when individuals were not migrating in a broad
front. Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of
Nova Scotia: Brier Island (BI), Rushmere Lake (RL), Cape Sable Island (CSI), and Seal
Island (SI). Black lines indicate the headings of birds detected at low altitudes (<400 m),
and grey lines indicate the headings of birds detected at high altitudes (>400 m). Three
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examples are presented, and data are subdivided by date. The broken horizontal line is for
reference, where heading equals 180°. No data were recorded on 13 Sept 2007 at
Rushmere Lake.
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There were also some instances when individuals were generally oriented in a single
direction across the sites (Sept 05/06, high intensity migration, Sept 29/30, high intensity
migration, and Oct 16/17, low intensity migration; Figure 3.9), and other instances this
when there were altitudinal differences in the predominant flight pathway orientation
(Figure 3.10). For example, on Sept 01/02 (high intensity migration) and Sept 16/17 (high
intensity migration), individuals were oriented SW with the coastline at low altitudes and
WSW-W towards the mainland of the New England states at high altitudes. On Oct 05/06
(low intensity migration), heading shifted westward through the night. At low altitudes,
individuals were oriented E towards the open ocean early in the evening and heading
shifted to WSW towards mainland New England at the end of the night. This shift was
less pronounced at high altitudes; individuals were oriented SSW towards Cape Cod early
in the night, and heading shifted WSW towards mainland New England late in the night.
These patterns are consistent with broad front migration, and these examples primarily
fell on nights with westerly winds.
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Figure 3.9. Scatter plots of the headings (deg) of avian migrants versus time bin on nights
during nocturnal migration in fall 2007 when individuals were migrating in a broad front.
Data were collected using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova
Scotia: Brier Island (BI), Rushmere Lake (RL), Cape Sable Island (CSI), and Seal Island
(SI). Black lines indicate the headings of birds detected at low altitudes (<400 m), and
grey lines indicate the headings of birds detected at high altitudes (>400 m). Three
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examples are presented, and data are subdivided by date. The broken horizontal line is for
reference, where heading equals 180°. No data were recorded on 5 Sept 2007 at
Rushmere Lake.
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Figure 3.10. Scatter plots of the headings (deg) of avian migrants versus time bin on
nights during nocturnal migration in fall 2007 when individuals were migrating in a broad
front, but the dominant direction of movement differed by altitude. Data were collected
using radar situated at four sites along the southern coast of Nova Scotia: Brier Island
(BI), Rushmere Lake (RL), Cape Sable Island (CSI), and Seal Island (SI). Black lines
indicate the headings of birds detected at low altitudes (<400 m), and grey lines indicate
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the headings of birds detected at high altitudes (>400 m). Three examples are presented,
and data are subdivided into panels by date. The broken horizontal line is for reference,
where heading equals 180°. No data were recorded on any of 1 Sept, 16 Sept, or 5 Oct
2007 at Rushmere Lake.
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Discussion

Collectively, the complexity of the statistical models presented undermines the hypothesis
of broad front migration at the scale of southwest Nova Scotia. In analyses of count, mean
flight speed, mean heading and rho of heading obtained from radar data, there was
consistent evidence for variation attributed to differences among locations, and there was
often support for two- and three-way interactions that involved location. The considerable
variability in each of the measured response variables indicates that migratory movements
were not maintained at a constant heading through the region, and suggests that broad
front migration breaks down at the Gulf of Maine under most conditions.

Much previous research on migration through northeast North America was conducted by
Richardson (1972, 1978a, 1979, 1985), who suggested that migrants move through the
region in a broad front. However, his studies were conducted primarily using radars that
provided poor resolution of individual migrants. The radars used in this study could
distinguish individuals, and provided more fine scale information than had previously
been collected in this area. Fitzgerald and Taylor (2008) showed similar within and
among night variability in the mean orientation of individual fall migrating yellowrumped warblers on the coast of Nova Scotia, and radar data collected by Peckford (2006)
support these results. The observed variability in orientation among individuals both
within and among nights suggests that there may be more flight pathways through the
region than previously proposed.
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The fact that birds did not migrate in a broad front may reflect within and among night
variability in the species diversity of migrants that moved through study area. Diurnal
observations show that the species composition of grounded migrants changes daily
depending on the time of year and weather (Wang and Finch 2002), and this daily
variation reflects variation in the species composition of migrants aloft (KomendaZehnder et al. 2010). Different species are known to follow different migratory pathways
on their migration routes, which chances particular regions to be frequented by different
species (and by different numbers of those species; Dunn and Nol 1980; Ralph 1981;
Williams et al. 2001). Since movement strategy is species specific (Drury and Keith
1962; Drury and Nisbet 1964; Ralph 1981), it follows that the daily variation in species
diversity across the region should be accompanied by nightly variation in patterns of
movement across the region. Namely, variation in the timing of migratory flights and in
the patterns of mean flight speed, mean heading and rho of heading should be expected
given the probable daily variation in species composition among locations and among
nights. Tracking radar units could be used to identify individual migrants to species that
pass overhead at each of the sample sites, which would test whether species differences
accounted for observed variation in flight behaviours among the sites.

Although the initial model that represented variability in count across the sites supported
the presence of complex interactions among the predictor variables, plots of the results
suggested that patterns of the flow of migrants were broadly similar at the northern sites
and at the southern sites, and that there were broad differences on low versus high
intensity nights. These observations allowed for simplification of subsequent modelling
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by grouping the similar sites into broad locations, and into nights by intensity of
migration. In spite of this simplification, there remained substantial differences in the
flow of migrants between the broad locations, and apparently between low and high
intensity nights of migration.

The overall differences in the flow of migrants observed among the locations probably
resulted from differences in the timing of departure and landfall coupled with differences
in the orientation of the flight pathways employed by different species. Variation in
patterns of count highlights potential variation in the general timing of migratory
departure and landfall near the sites. Variation in the mean and scatter of heading
highlights how strongly oriented individuals were at a given site on a given night, and
thus how the number and orientation of flight pathways varied among nights. Ultimately,
it appeared as though migrants employed entirely different strategies at the north and
south ranges of the study area.

The variation in the flow of migrants among locations could be attributed to
topographical differences. Namely, migrants are frequently observed migrating around
the periphery of major ecological barriers (Sandberg and Moore 1996; Akesson and
Hedenstrom 2007; Stutchbury et al. 2009), and use the leading lines of landscape features
to guide their migrations (Bingman et al. 1982). Thus, the dominant flight path through a
given area will often match that of local landscape features (e.g. a coastline; Bingman et
al. 1982; Akesson 1993; Peckford 2006). For example, at the Falsterbo Peninsula in
southwest Sweden observations of in-flight migrants on two coastlines separated by ~350
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m showed that the orientations of the migrants aloft differed, and corresponded to the
local coastlines (Akesson 1993). If this is a general phenomenon, then the variability in
heading among individuals should be lower near coastlines compared to inland sites.
Although additional analyses of the variability in heading among individuals and the
matching of those headings to local landscape features at closely situated coastal versus
inland sites are needed to confirm this, my results are consistent with this idea. The mean
headings of migrants at the southern, more coastal sites more closely approximated the
orientation of the coastline than those at the northern, arguably more inland sites. There
was also considerably less variation in heading at the southern sites.

The differences in the flow of migrants through the region on low versus high intensity
nights reflected the observed differences in migratory flight behaviours, in other words,
changes in the speed and orientation of the flight pathways employed. Nightly variation in
the intensity of migration was probably due to a combination of local weather conditions
and weather conditions at the geographic origin (or en route) of the individuals detected.
High intensity migration is typically observed on nights with light tailwinds, clear
visibility, and minimal precipitation (Able 1973; Zehnder et al. 2001). Low intensity
migration is associated with strong headwinds or crosswinds, poor visibility, and heavy or
persistent precipitation (Emi et al. 2002), and these conditions can also result in
premature landfall (Gauthreaux 1971; Barriocanal et al. 2002). Thus, the weather
conditions encountered at any point during a migratory flight probably influence the
observed intensity of migration.
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Weather conditions also influence flight behaviours. Since crosswinds can blow
individuals off-course (Desholm 2003), and headwinds can substantially increase flight
energy costs (Weber and Hedenstrom 2000; Liechti 2006), many migrating birds adjust
flight speed and heading according to the speed and direction of winds aloft to maintain
track bearing (Richardson 1978b, 1990; Liechti 2006; Akesson and Hedenstrom 2007).
This behavioural shift serves to minimize both wind drift and energy costs that result
from the need to fly longer distances in cases of wind drift. In tailwinds, individuals can
move with the winds aloft without risking wind drift, and under these conditions there
should be little variability in flight speed or heading (i.e. high rho) among individuals. In
headwinds or crosswinds, radar data shows that although some individual migrants
actively compensate for wind drift (Drury and Nesbit 1964; Hilgerloh et al. 1992;
Desholm 2003), others exhibit partial or no compensation (Akesson 1993; Peckford
2006). Under these conditions, the degree of compensation for drift among individuals is
likely substantial, and there should be relatively larger variability in flight speed and
heading among individuals. Since low intensity nights are probably characterized by more
inclement weather conditions than high intensity nights, heading should be more variable
on these nights. My observations support this.

In a general sense, there may have been some nights where migration did proceed in a
broad front. Another strategy to minimize wind drift uses geographic landmarks as
navigational aids (Alerstam 1990), which is most often used on nights with opposing
winds and overcast skies (Bingman et al. 1982; Meyer et al. 2000). On the NE-SW coast
of Atlantic Canada, winds from the west oppose flights that follow the coast in fall. On
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nights with westerly winds, mean heading was concentrated between S-SW, and
individuals followed the trajectory of the coastline in a broad front. Winds from the east
promote flights directed along the coast, which is the desired direction of movement
during fall. Under these conditions, individuals were weakly oriented and mean heading
was highly variable. Therefore, migrants probably followed the coastline on nights with
westerly winds to remain on-course, but oriented with more favourable easterly winds
(and therefore not directly with the coastline) to minimize energy costs. The tendency for
migration to proceed in a broad front through the southwest region of Nova Scotia may be
at least partly weather dependent.

Conclusion

Using data collected with multiple high resolution radars situated to monitor nocturnal
avian migration through southwest Nova Scotia, I tested whether migrating passerines
moved through the region in a broad front. The observed differences in the flow of
migrants among locations refuted the hypothesis of broad front migration, a conclusion
that was contrary to results of past studies conducted in the area (Drury and Keith 1962;
Drury and Nisbet 1964; Richardson 1972, 1978a). Daily variability in the flow of
migrants across the region was probably due to variation in species composition of
individuals aloft, and partly due to variation in weather conditions. Although many
studies report that species migrate exclusively in a broad front (Richardson 1972, 1979;
Bruderer and Liechti 1998; Fortin, et al. 1999) or exclusively in a narrow front (Akesson
1993; Williams et al. 2001; Bolshakov 2002), my analyses suggest that avian migrants in
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southwest Nova Scotia exhibit a combination of strategies that, on most nights, differs
among sites.

In future studies concerned with orientation of migratory flights at ecological barriers I
encourage investigators to consider the importance of within and among night variation in
local wind patterns. Whether migrating birds elect to cross or move around a particular
barrier can be an indication of the risk associated with crossing that barrier given an
individual’s energetic condition and the time of night (Meyer et al. 2000). Some
migrating birds adjust flight speed and heading at ecological barriers (Akesson 1993;
Bruderer and Liechti 1998; Meyer et al. 2000; Deutschlander and Muheim 2009), as well
as according to speed and direction of winds aloft (Williams et al. 1981, 2001; Green and
Alerstam 2000; Hedenstrom et al. 2002; Akesson and Hedenstrom 2007). Therefore it
follows that within and among night variation in flight behaviours at ecological barriers
may reflect within and among night variation in the risks associated with crossing
according to conditions of winds aloft. Incorporating information on local wind patterns
into these analyses will better elucidate their importance to migratory flight behaviours at
ecological barriers.
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Chapter 4: Local weather conditions affect daily migration timing and migratory
flight pathways.

To understand the mechanisms that underlie avian migration, one must assess the
importance of the various endogenous and environmental factors that influence daily
migration timing and direction of migratory flight pathways. Through experimental
studies and theoretical inference, many works have sought to uncover how a multitude of
factors interact to influence behaviours exhibited during migration (Berthold 1999;
Âkesson and Hedenstrom 2007). In the ever growing literature on the subject, migration
is studied using various ground count techniques, radio- and satellite-telemetry, and radar,
and although the effects of weather are frequently studied, there remains much to
uncover. In this thesis, I used data collected with high-resolution radar to further elucidate
the effects of winds encountered during flight on the daily timing of migratory flights at a
known stopover site in southern Ontario, and on the movement strategies employed by
migrating passerines through southwest Nova Scotia.

Thesis summary

In Chapter 2 , 1 showed that nocturnal radar counts from particular periods of the night
were reasonably well correlated with estimates of daily arrival derived from diurnal
ground counts. There were differences in the general timing of arrival between spring and
fall, and these differences were weather dependent. That the general timing of migratory
landfall occurred later in the night (and occurred over a shorter period of time) in spring
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relative to fall was as I predicted. These differences were probably due to differences in
the migration strategies exhibited by passerines in spring versus fall. During spring,
individuals migrate quickly to reach breeding grounds, and during fall, individuals exhibit
a less time-constrained migration (Yong et al. 1998). For example, spring migrations may
be more hurried than fall migrations (Bolshakov et al. 2007; Calvert et al. in review) and
proceed 2-6 times more quickly for some species (Stutchbury et al. 2009; Bachler et al.
2010). My observations further support the notion that overall migration strategy differs
between seasons.

In fall, the timing of landfall was later on nights with unfavourable winds (headwinds or
crosswinds) than with favourable winds (tailwinds) for migratory flights, opposite to my
predictions. Since individuals are less likely to embark on migratory flights on nights with
adverse winds (Akesson and Hedenstrom 2000; Danhardt and Lindstrom 2001; Tsvey et
al. 2007; Calvert et al. 2009), and inclement weather is known to delay in-progress
migrations (Gauthreaux 1971; Yaukey and Powell 2008), I predicted that migrants would
land earlier on nights with winds that opposed the dominant direction of movement.
However, individuals with large fuel stores are more likely to migrate on nights with poor
weather than individuals with low fuel stores (Danhardt and Lindstrom 2001), and are
also more likely to cross ecological barriers (Simons et al. 2004; Deutschlander and
Muheim 2009). It follows that on nights with poor weather, those individuals that are
detected aloft have particularly high fuel stores that enable them to fly long distances
(Moore and Kerlinger 1987), and their flights are probably not interrupted by ecological
barriers (Simons et al. 2004; Deutschlander and Muheim 2009) such as Lake Erie (Diehl
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et al. 2003; Bonter et al. 2009). The differences in arrival timing due to variation in winds
probably reflect the trade-off associated with the energy costs required to power
migratory flight and the benefits of maximizing flight duration during each leg of a
migratory journey.

I also showed that variability in daily arrival is not only dependent on the number of
individuals detected during nocturnal observations, but also on variation in wind speed
and direction. In general, weather conditions are known to influence the proportion of
migrants that stopover at a site on a particular night (McNair et al. 2002), which causes
the proportion of the overall migrating population that can be sampled in diurnal counts to
vary following nights with different weather conditions (Simons et al. 2004). My results
showed that radar counts and ground count estimates of arrival were consistently and
positively associated among time-altitude bins on nights with NE or SW winds, but
variably related on nights with SE orNW winds. Thus, the numbers of individuals
detected aloft at Long Point, Ontario were the best index of the numbers of individuals
detected on the ground following nights with NE or SW winds.

The variability in the relationship between radar counts and daily arrival has significant
implications for studies that use diurnal ground counts as indices of the diversity or
abundance of species that migrate through a region. Because nocturnal wind conditions
can affect the reliability of population estimates derived from diurnal ground counts
during migration, weather variables should be incorporated into these analyses.
Otherwise, conclusions from these studies may be compromised to an unknown extent.
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In Chapter three, I showed that the number and orientation of flight pathways followed by
migrating passerines through southwest Nova Scotia were highly variable among nights
during fall migration. Although previous studies suggested that migration proceeds in a
broad front through the northeast region of North America (Drury and Keith 1962; Drury
and Nisbet 1964; Richardson 1972, 1978a), my results did not corroborate. There was
considerable variability in each of the overall number of migrants detected, mean flight
speed, mean heading and rho of heading among the locations, which was opposite to what
was expected under the definition of broad front migration. The data showed that the
observed migratory movements were not maintained at a constant heading, and suggested
that broad front migration breaks down at the Gulf of Maine under most conditions.
However, there were similarities in the patterns of movement within the sites situated at
the northern range of the study area and within the sites situated at the southern range of
the study area. There were differences in the patterns of movement on low and high
intensity nights of migration.

The observed differences in the flow of migrants among the locations may be attributable
to differences in the species diversity of individuals that migrated through each. The
strategies employed to move across landscapes are species specific (Drury and Keith
1962; Drury and Nisbet 1964; Ralph 1981), and different species are known to follow
particular pathways during their migrations; some follow routes close to coastlines while
others exclusively migrate via inland sites (Dunn and Nol 1980; Ralph 1981; Williams et
al. 2001). If different species migrate through each of the northern and southern ranges of
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the study area, it follows that differences in the overall patterns of migratory movements
across the region should be expected.

The observed differences in the flow of migrants on low versus high intensity nights
probably reflect characteristic differences in weather conditions experienced along the
migration route on these nights. Overall migration intensity (Gauthreaux 1971; Able
1973; Zehnder et al. 2001; Emi et al. 2002) and the propensity for individuals to fly on a
given night (Dinevich et al. 2003; Shamoun-Baranes et al. 2006) are influenced by
weather conditions. Thus, nights with optimal conditions for migratory flights often
coincide with high intensity migration, while low intensity migration is typically
characterized by suboptimal weather conditions. Weather conditions experienced en route
likely influenced the observed intensity of migration observed at each of the sites.

Migrating birds also adjust flight speed, altitude, and orientation according to the
conditions of the winds aloft to remain on course and to maintain desirable groundspeed
(Richardson 1978b, 1990; Liechti 2006; Ákesson and Hedenstrom 2007). Wind speed and
direction vary with height above the ground, and migrating birds are known to select
flight altitudes with winds that best match their desired direction for migration
(Richardson 1979; Liechti 2006). In tailwinds, individuals can fly with the wind and
remain on track. On nights with tailwinds, therefore, there should be little variability in
flight speed among individuals and very little scatter in heading. In headwinds or
crosswinds, individuals should adjust flight speed and orientation appropriately to
minimize wind drift (Desholm 2003). There are contrasting reports about whether birds
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actively compensate for wind drift, where some fully compensate (Drury and Nesbit
1964; Hilgerloh et al. 1992; Desholm 2003), and others exhibit partial or no
compensation (Akesson 1993; Peckford 2006). Thus, on nights with headwinds or
crosswinds, there should be relatively more variability in flight speed among individuals,
and a greater degree of scatter in heading. Since low intensity nights of migration are
generally characterized by more adverse winds compared with high intensity nights of
migration, it follows that flight speed and heading should be more variable among
individuals on these nights. The data presented here support this.

Although the collection and processing of radar data is complex, and results from these
studies are often characterized by large variability, direct observations of in-flight
passerines are otherwise difficult to obtain. Most landbird species are too small to support
the weight of satellite transmitters, and radio-telemetry studies are labour intensive. Radar
is, therefore, the most suitable technology for studying migratory flight behaviours. The
methods and analyses presented in this thesis provide a framework for quantifying fine
scale behaviours of in-flight passerines, and collectively, the data support that wind
conditions experienced during flights can have important effects on daily migration
timing and movement strategies employed at ecological barriers. The methods presented
here also provide an avenue for future work. The use of modified marine radars is an
affordable means to collect real-time data on actively migrating birds, while providing an
opportunity to directly answer specific questions about characteristics of avian migration.

Future directions
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This study revealed low correlations between nocturnal radar counts of migrants aloft and
ground count estimates of daily departure, which could be attributed to a variety of
factors. However, changes in flight altitude undoubtedly indicate whether individuals land
at or depart from a study site (Gudmundsson et al. 2002; Hedenstrom et al. 2002). An
extension of this thesis would explore whether the limited range of the radar used in
Chapter 2 limited my ability to assess the flight behaviours of individual migrants, and
subsequently caused these poor correlations between counts.

For an entire fall migration, an X-band radar would be operated within 50 m of a pencilbeam tracking radar, such that they would sample the same airspace similar to the
experimental design of Bruderer et al. (1995). Data collection would occur each night
between sunset and sunrise. The X-band radar would sample the nocturnal movements of
migrating passerines with minimal bias, and the tracking radar would selectively sample
individuals (60 sec per individual) to precisely measure changes in flight altitude.

Each individual detected would be identified as ascending, descending, or in level flight
according to Hedenstrom et al. (2002). For each night during the study period, a separate
count of the total number of birds detected, the number of birds ascending, and the
number of birds descending would be determined for particular periods of time through
the night, for both radars. The counts obtained from the tracking radar would provide real
estimates of the numbers of individuals ascending and descending near the study site.
These counts would be compared to the counts derived from the X-band radar data to
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assess the validity of the counts obtained for this thesis, and the validity of using vertical
flight speed as a measure of flight behaviour. This comparative approach would identify
whether short-range X-band radars can be used to quantify finer scale behaviours of
migrating passerines, and would provide a framework for using vertical flight speeds as
proxies for arrival and departure.

The poor correlations between the radar counts and estimates of daily departure may also
suggest that the patterns of departure (or movement away) from this study site may differ
from patterns of departure from the surrounding area (the adjacent mainland; -2-10 km
from the study site). A second extension of this thesis would test this explicitly.

An X-band radar would be operated at Long Point, Ontario to monitor nocturnal avian
migration for an entire season. For each night, counts of the numbers of individuals
detected during different periods of the night would be generated (Chapter 2 methods).
During the day, data on species diversity and abundance of grounded migrants would be
collected using standard migration monitoring methods. A second site would be
established on the mainland adjacent to Long Point, -2-5 km away. A count area similar
in area to that at the Long Point site would be established, and radar data and ground
count data would be collected in an identical fashion. Estimates of daily departure would
be generated from the ground count data collected at each site.

This study would take the form of a multi-component study, where the first component
would compare temporal patterns of the numbers of individuals aloft, as detected by the
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radars at each site (Chapter 3 methods). This would test whether the overall flow of
migrants, and therefore patterns of departure, was similar between Long Point and the
nearby mainland. The second component of the study would compare radar counts at
Long Point at different times of the night to estimates of daily departure from the
mainland site. This would establish whether the sample of individual migrants detected at
the Long Point site during the likely period of departure following sunset did, in fact,
originate from the adjacent mainland (Chapter 3 discussion).
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Appendix A - Bird species commonly encountered at Long Point, Ontario. Migratory
status as available through the Birds of North America online database (Poole, 2005) is
included. For migrants, period of migratory activity is given (nocturnal, diurnal, or
noctumal/diumal), and species for which no information was available are indicated
(NA).
Species

Latin name

Migratory status

American Black Duck

Anas rubripes

Nocturnal

Acadian Flycatcher

Empidonax virescens

Nocturnal

Green-winged Teal

Anas crecca

Nocturnal

Alder Flycatcher

Empidonax alnorum

Nocturnal

American Bittern

Botaurus lentiginosns

Nocturnal

American Coot

Fúlica americana

Nocturnal

American Crow

Corvus brachyrhynchos

Diurnal

American Goldfinch

Carduelis tristis

Diurnal

American Golden-Plover

Pluvialis dominica

Nocturnal

American Kestrel

Falco sparverius

Diurnal

American Pipit

An thus rubescens

Diurnal

American Redstart

Setophaga ruticilla

Nocturnal

American Robin

Turdus migratorius

Diurnal

American Wigeon

Anas americana

Diurnal

American Woodcock

Scolopax minor

Nocturnal

American Tree Sparrow

Spizella arbórea

Diurnal
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Yellow-rumped Warbler

Dendroica coronata

Nocturnal

Bald Eagle

Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Diurnal

Bank Swallow

Riparia riparia

Diurnal

Baltimore Oriole

Icterus gálbula

Noctumal/Diumal

Bam Swallow

Hirundo rustica

Diurnal

Baird's Sandpiper

Calidris bairdii

NA

Black-and-white Warbler

Mniotilta varia

Nocturnal

Black-billed Cuckoo

Coccyzus erythropthalmus

Nocturnal

Black-bellied Plover

Pluvialis squatarola

Nocturnal

Buff-breasted Sandpiper

Tryngites subruficollis

Nocturnal

Bay-breasted Warbler

Dendroica castanea

Nocturnal

Black-capped Chickadee

Poecile atricapillus

Diurnal

Black-crowned Night-Heron

Nycticorax nycticorax

Noctumal/Diumal

Black-capped Vireo

Vireo atricapilla

Nocturnal

Belted Kingfisher

Ceryle alcyon

Nocturnal

Bewick’s Wren

Thryomanes bewickii

NA

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Polioptila caerulea

Diurnal

Brown-headed Cowbird

Molothrus ater

Diurnal

Blue-headed Vireo

Vireo solitarius

Noctumal/Diumal

Blackburnian Warbler

Dendroica fusca

Nocturnal

Blue Grosbeak

Passerina caerulea

Nocturnal

Blue Jay

Cyanocitta cristata

Diurnal
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Blackpoll Warbler

Dendroica striata

Nocturnal

Black Tern

Chlidonias niger

Noctumal/Diumal

Bam Owl

Tyto alba

Nocturnal

Bobolink

Dolichonyx oryzivorus

Nocturnal

Boreal Chickadee

Poecile hudsonica

Diurnal

Bonaparte's Gull

Larus Philadelphia

Diurnal

Boreal Owl

Aegolius funereus

Nocturnal

Brewer's Blackbird

Euphagus cyanocephalus

Diurnal

Brown Creeper

Certhia americana

Diurnal

Brown Thrasher

Toxostoma rufum

Diurnal

Vermivora chrysoptera x V.
Brewster's Warbler

pinus

Nocturnal

Black-throated Blue Warbler

Dendroica caerulescens

Nocturnal

Black-throated Green Warbler

Dendroica virens

Nocturnal

Bufflehead

Bucephala albeola

Nocturnal

Broad-winged Hawk

Buteo platypterus

Diurnal

Blue-winged Teal

Anas discors

Nocturnal

Blue-winged Warbler

Vermivora pinus

Nocturnal

Cassin's Finch

Carpodacus cassinii

Vagrant

Canada Goose

Branta canadensis

Noctumal/Diumal

Canvasback

Aythya valisineria

Noctumal/Diumal

Carolina Wren

Thryothorus ludovicianus

Resident
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Cassin's Sparrow

Aimophila cassimi

Nocturnal

Cave Swallow

Petrochelidon fulva

Diurnal

Canada Warbler

IVilsonia canadensis

Nocturnal

Clay-colored Sparrow

Spizella pallida

Noctumal/Diumal

Cedar Waxwing

Bombycilla cedrorum

Diurnal

Cerulean Warbler

Dendroica cerulea

Nocturnal

Chihuahuan Raven

Corvus cryptoleucus

Vagrant

Chipping Sparrow

Spizella passerina

Noctumal/Diumal

Chimney Swift

Chaetura pelagica

Diurnal

Cliff Swallow

Petrochelidon pyrrhonota

Diurnal

Cape May Warbler

Dendroica tigrina

Nocturnal

Common Goldeneye

Bucephala clangula

NA

Common Grackle

Quiscalus quiscula

Diurnal

Cooper's Hawk

Accipiter cooperii

Diurnal

Common Loon

Gavia immer

Diurnal

Common Moorhen

Gallinula chloropus

Nocturnal

Common Nighthawk

Chordeiles minor

Noctumal/Diumal

Connecticut Warbler

Oporornis agilis

Nocturnal

Common Redpoll

Carduelis flammea

Diurnal

Wilson's Snipe

Gallinago delicata

Nocturnal

Common Tern

Sterna hirundo

Nocturnal

Common Yellowthroat

Geothlypis trichas

Nocturnal
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Chestnut-sided Warbler

Dendroica pensylvanica

Nocturnal

Double-crested Cormorant

Phalacrocorax auritus

Diurnal

Dickcissel

Spiza americana

Nocturnal

Downy Woodpecker

Picoides pubescens

Resident

Dunlin

Calidris alpina

Diurnal

Eastern Bluebird

Sialia sialis

Diurnal

Eared Grebe

Podiceps nigricollis

Nocturnal

Eastern Kingbird

Tyrannus tyrannus

Diurnal

Eastern Meadowlark

Sturnella magna

Diurnal

Eastern Phoebe

Sayornis phoebe

Diurnal

Eastern Screech-Owl

Megascops asio

Resident

Eastern Towhee

Pipilo erythrophthalmus

Nocturnal

Eastern Wood-Pewee

Contopus virens

Nocturnal

Tufted Titmouse

Baeolophus bicolor

Resident

European Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

Diurnal

Evening Grosbeak

Coccothraustes vespertinus

Diurnal

White-crowned Sparrow

Zonotrichia leucophrys

Nocturnal

Fieldfare

Turdus pilaris

Vagrant

Field Sparrow

Spizella pusilla

Nocturnal/Diumal

Northern Flicker

Colaptes auratus

Diurnal

Fox Sparrow

Passerella iliaca

Nocturnal

Great Black-backed Gull

Larus marinus

NA
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Great Blue Heron

Ardea herodias

Noctumal/Diumal

Thrush

Catharus minimus

Nocturnal

Great Crested Flycatcher

Myiarchus crinitus

Nocturnal

Golden-crowned Kinglet

Regulus satrapa

Noctumal/Diumal

Gray-cheeked Thrush

Catharus minimus

Nocturnal

Great Homed Owl

Bubo virginianus

Resident

Gray Catbird

Dumetella carolinensis

Noctumal/Diumal

Green Heron

Butorides virescens

Nocturnal

Greater Scaup

Aythya marila

Nocturnal

Grasshopper Sparrow

Ammodramus savannarum

Nocturnal

Greater Yellowlegs

Tringa melanoleuca

Noctumal/Diumal

White-crowned Sparrow

Zonotrichia leucophrys

Nocturnal

Golden-winged Warbler

Vermivora chrysoptera

Nocturnal

Harris's Sparrow

Zonotrichia querula

Nocturnal

Hairy Woodpecker

Picoides villosus

Resident

Herring Gull

Larus argentatus

NA

Henslow's Sparrow

Ammodramus henslowii

Nocturnal

Hermit Thrush

Catharus guttatus

Noctumal/Diumal

House Finch

Carpodacus mexicanus

Diurnal

Homed Grebe

Podiceps auritus

Nocturnal

Homed Lark

Eremophila alpestris

Diurnal

Gray-cheeked or Bicknell
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Hooded Oriole

Icterus cucullatus

Vagrant

House Sparrow

Passer domesticus

Resident

Hooded Warbler

Wilsonia citrina

Nocturnal

House Wren

Troglodytes aedon

Noctumal/Diumal

Hudsonian Godwit

Limosa haemastica

Nocturnal

Indigo Bunting

Passerina cyanea

Nocturnal

Kentucky Warbler

Oporornis formosus

Nocturnal

Killdeer

Charadrius vociferus

Noctumal/Diumal

King Rail

Rallus elegans

Nocturnal

Lapland Longspur

Calcarius lapponicus

Noctumal/Diumal

Lark Bunting

Calamospiza melanocorys

Diurnal

Lark Sparrow

Chondestes grammacus

NA

Vermivora pinus x V.
Lawrence's Warbler

chrysoptera

Nocturnal

Lazuli Bunting

Passerina amoena

Nocturnal

Long-billed Dowitcher

Limnodromus scolopaceus

Nocturnal

Le Conte's Sparrow

Ammodramus leconteii

Nocturnal

Least Bittern

Ixobrychus exilis

Nocturnal

Least Flycatcher

Empidonax minimus

Noctumal/Diumal

Long-eared Owl

Asio otus

Nocturnal

Least Sandpiper

Calidris minutilla

Nocturnal

Lesser Scaup

Aythya affinis

Diurnal
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Lesser Yellowlegs

Tringa flavipes

N octumal/Diumal

Lincoln's Sparrow

Melospiza lincolnii

Nocturnal

Loggerhead Shrike

Lanius ludovicianus

Diurnal

Louisiana Waterthrush

Seiurus motacilla

Nocturnal

Mallard

Anas platyrhynchos

Noctumal/Diumal

Magnolia Warbler

Dendroica magnolia

Nocturnal

Marsh Wren

Cistothorus palustris

Nocturnal

Mallard x Am. Black Duck

Anas platyrhynchos x A.

Hybrid

rubripes

Noctumal/Diumal

Merlin

Falco columbarius

Diurnal

Mourning Dove

Zenaida macroura

Noctumal/Diumal

Mourning Warbler

Oporornis Philadelphia

Nocturnal

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Dendroica coronata

Nocturnal

Nashville Warbler

Vermivora ruficapilla

Nocturnal

Northern Cardinal

Cardinalis cardinalis

Resident

Northern Goshawk

Accipiter gentilis

Diurnal

Northern Harrier

Circus cyaneus

Diurnal

Northern Mockingbird

Mimus polyglottos

Resident

Northern Parula

Parula americana

Nocturnal

Northern Pintail

Anas acuta

Nocturnal

Northern Waterthrush

Seiurus noveboracensis

Nocturnal

Northern Rough-winged

Stelgidopteryx serripennis

Diurnal
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Swallow
Northern Shoveler

Anas clypeata

Noctumal/Diumal

Northern Shrike

Lanius excubitor

Diurnal

Nelson's Sharp-tailed Sparrow

Ammodramus nelsoni

NA

Northern Saw-whet Owl

Aegolius acadicus

Nocturnal

Orange-crowned Warbler

Vermivora celata

Nocturnal

Long-tailed Duck

Clangula hyemalis

Nocturnal

Dark-eyed Junco

Junco hyemalis

Noctumal/Diumal

Orchard Oriole

Icterus spurius

Nocturnal

Olive-sided Flycatcher

Contopus cooperi

NA

Ovenbird

Seiurus aurocapilla

Nocturnal

Painted Bunting

Passerina ciris

Nocturnal

Pied-billed Grebe

Podilymbus podiceps

Nocturnal

Peregrine Falcon

Falco peregrinus

Diurnal

Peregrine Falcon

Falco peregrinus

Diurnal

Pectoral Sandpiper

Calidris melanotos

NA

Philadelphia Vireo

Vireo philadelphicus

Nocturnal

Pine Grosbeak

Pinícola enucleator

Diurnal

Piping Plover

Charadrius melodus

NA

Pine Siskin

Carduelis pinus

Diurnal

Pine Warbler

Dendroica pinus

Nocturnal

Pileated Woodpecker

Dryocopus pileatus

Resident
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Prairie Warbler

Dendroica discolor

Noctumal/Diumal

Prothonotary Warbler

Protonotaria citrea

Nocturnal

Purple Finch

Carpodacus purpureus

Diurnal

Purple Martin

Progne subis

Diurnal

Purple Sandpiper

Calidris maritima

NA

Rose-breasted Grosbeak

Pheucticus ludovicianus

Nocturnal

Ring-billed Gull

Larus delawarensis

Diurnal

Red-breasted Merganser

Mergus serrator

NA

Red-breasted Nuthatch

Sitta canadensis

Diurnal

Red-bellied Woodpecker

Melanerpes carolinus

Diurnal

Ruby-crowned Kinglet

Regulus calendula

Noctumal/Diumal

Red Crossbill

Loxia curvirostra

Diurnal

Redhead

Aythya americana

Diurnal

Red Knot

Calidris canutus

Noctumal/Diumal

Red-eyed Vireo

Vireo olivaceus

Nocturnal

Red-headed Woodpecker

Melanerpes erythrocephalus

Diurnal

Rough-legged Hawk

Buteo lagopus

Diurnal

Ring-necked Duck

Aythya collaris

Nocturnal

Red-necked Phalarope

Phalaropus lobatus

Noctumal/Diumal

Red-shouldered Hawk

Buteo lineatus

Diurnal

Red-tailed Hawk

Buteo jamaicensis

Diurnal

Rusty Blackbird

Euphagus carolinus

Diurnal
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Ruddy Turnstone

Arenaria interpres

Diurnal

Red-winged Blackbird

Agelaius phoeniceus

Diurnal

Sanderling

Calidris alba

Noctumal/Diumal

Savannah Sparrow

Passerculus sandwichensis

Nocturnal

Short-billed Dowitcher

Limnodromus griseus

Noctumal/Diumal

Dark-eyed Junco

Junco hyemalis

N octumal/Diumal

Scarlet Tanager

Piranga olivácea

Nocturnal

Short-eared Owl

Asió flammeus

Nocturnal

Semipalmated Plover

Charadrius semipalmatus

Noctumal/Diumal

Semipalmated Sandpiper

Calidris pusilla

Noctumal/Diumal

Sedge Wren

Cistothorus platensis

Nocturnal

Snow Bunting

Plectrophenax nivalis

Noctumal/Diumal

Snowy Owl

Bubo scandiacus

Diurnal

Sora

Porzana Carolina

Nocturnal

Solitary Sandpiper

Tringa solitaria

Nocturnal

Song Sparrow

Melospiza melodía

Noctumal/Diumal

Solitary Vireo

Vireo solitarius

Noctumal/Diumal

Spotted Sandpiper

Actitis macularius

N octumal/Diumal

Spotted Towhee

Pipilo maculatus

Diurnal

Sharp-shinned Hawk

Accipiter striatus

Diurnal

Stilt Sandpiper

Calidris himantopus

Noctumal/Diumal

Summer Tanager

Piranga rubra

N octumal/Diumal
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Swamp Sparrow

Melospiza georgiana

Nocturnal

Swainson's Thrush

Catharus ustulatus

Nocturnal

Swainson’s Warbler

Limnothlypis swainsonii

Nocturnal

Tennessee Warbler

Vermivora peregrina

Nocturnal

Townsend's Solitaire

Myadestes townsendi

NA

Tree Swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

Diurnal

Trail's Flycatcher (Willow)

Empidonax traillii

Nocturnal

Trail's Flycatcher (Alder)

Empidonax alnorum

Nocturnal

Dark-eyed Junco

Junco hyemalis

Noctumal/Diumal

Rufous-sided Towhee

Pipilo erythrophthalmus

Diurnal

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Dendroica coronata

Nocturnal

Varied Bunting

Passerina versicolor

Vagrant

Varied Thrush

Ixoreus naevius

Resident

Veery

Catharus fuscescens

Nocturnal

Vesper Sparrow

Pooecetes gramineus

Nocturnal

Virginia Rail

Rallus limicola

Nocturnal

Warbling Vireo

Vireo gilvus

Noctumal/Diumal

White-breasted Nuthatch

Sitta carolinensis

Resident

White-crowned Sparrow

Zonotrichia leucophrys

Nocturnal

Western Kingbird

Tyrannus verticalis

Diurnal

Western Sandpiper

Calidris mauri

Noctumal/Diumal

White-eyed Vireo

Vireo griseus

Nocturnal
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Worm-eating Warbler

Helmitheros vermivorum

Nocturnal

Whimbrel

Numenius phaeopus

Noctumal/Diumal

Tundra Swan

Cygnus columbianus

Diurnal

Willow Flycatcher

Empidonax traillii

Nocturnal

Willet

Tringa semipalmata

Nocturnal

Wilson's Phalarope

Phalaropus tricolor

Nocturnal

Wilson's Warbler

Wilsonia pusilla

Noctumal/Diumal

Winter Wren

Troglodytes troglodytes

Diurnal

Wood Duck

A ix sponsa

Nocturnal

Wood Thrush

Hylocichla mustelina

Nocturnal

Palm Warbler

Dendroica palmarum

Nocturnal/Diumal

Whip-poor-will

Caprimulgus vociferus

Nocturnal

White-rumped Sandpiper

Calidris fuscicollis

Noctumal/Diumal

White-throated Sparrow

Zonotrichia albicollis

Nocturnal

White-winged Crossbill

Loxia leucoptera

Diurnal

White-winged Dove

Zenaida asiatica

Vagrant

White-winged Scoter

Melanitta fiusca

Noctumal/Diumal

Yellow-breasted Chat

Icteria virens

Nocturnal

Yellow-billed Cuckoo

Coccyzus americanus

Nocturnal

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher

Empidonax flaviventris

Noctumal/Diumal

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker

Sphyrapicus varius

Nocturnal
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Yellow-headed Blackbird

Xanthocephalus

Diurnal

xanthocephalus
Palm Warbler

Dendroica palmarum

Noctumal/Diumal

Northern Flicker

Colaptes auratus

Diurnal

Yellow-throated Vireo

Vireo flavifrons

Nocturnal

Yellow-throated Warbler

Dendroica dominica

Nocturnal

Yellow Warbler

Dendroica petechia

Nocturnal
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Appendix B - Functions and R code used for radar data processing written by P. Taylor,
J. Brzustowski and B. Thurber (2008-2010) to convert radar data into a usable format;
written in the R language for statistical computing.

i)

Function name: Batchprocessing
Function purpose: A process to extract information on individual targets from
multiple digital blipmovie archive files. The data are stored in individual text files
(*_tracks.csv), one for each blipmovie file. Command “rbatch” is applied through
MS-DOS to call in blip and track parameter specifications in script
“batchparm*.R”. These parameters are applied to a specified list of blipmovie
files. This is requires a stable version of radR which operates through R version
2.5.1.

. \ r b a t c h — parm b a tc h p a rm * .R f i l e l f i l e 2
## e . g : . \ r b a t c h — p a r m b a t c h p a r m - f a 2 0 0 8 . R D : \ t e m p f i l e s \ B S C OC20080409.bin
## D : \ t e m p f i l e s \ B S C - O C 2 0 0 8 0 4 1 4 . b m

ii)

Function name: tracksum
Function purpose: To extract raw data and to calculate various statistics for each
track in a single or in multiple *_tracks.csv files. Resulting variables are stored in
a new dataframe, df.

tracksum
## s e t
ra d <deg <-

<-

function(df)

(

up c a l c u l a t i o n s to com pute
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (pi/180)
f u n c t i o n (x) x * ( 1 8 0 / p i )

## c a l c u l a t e t r a c k s t a t i s t i c s
n .b lip s <- len g th (d f$ z)
t .b e g <- m in(df$tim estam p)

of

degrees

in terest

from

radians

and

vice

versa
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t .e n d <- m ax(df$tim estam p)
tim estam p <- ( t.b e g + t .e n d ) / 2

x. beg <- df$x[df$timestamp == t.beg]
y. beg <- df$y[df$timestamp == t.beg]
z. beg <- df$z[df$timestamp == t.beg]
x. end <- df$x[df$timestamp == t.end]
y. end <- df$y[df$timestamp == t.end]
z. end <- df$z[df$timestamp == t.end]
range.beg <- df$range[df$timestamp == t.beg]
range.end <- df$range[df$timestamp == t.end]
angle <- df$angle[df$timestamp == t.beg]
d i s t < - s q r t ( ( x . b e g - x . e n d ) A2 +
dur <- t.e n d - t.b e g
groundspeed <- d i s t / d u r
bearing

<-

deg(rad(90)

-

(y.beg

atan 2 (y .en d

-

-

y . e n d ) A2 +

y.beg,

x .en d

(z.beg

-

-

x .beg))

z . e n d ) A2)

%% 3 6 0

p e a k .a s <- m ax(df$aspan)
p e a k . i n t <- m ax(df$m ax)
tim estam p <- (t.b e g + t.e n d ) /2
in f o <- c ( n . b l i p s = n . b l i p s , t .b e g = t .b e g , t . e n d = t .e n d , tim estam p =
tim estam p, x .b eg = x .b eg , y .b eg = y .b eg , z.b e g = z .b eg , x .en d = x.end,
y .en d = y.end, z.en d = z.end, ran g e.b eg = ran g e.b eg , ran g e.en d =
ran g e.en d , angle = angle, d i s t = d is t, dur = dur, groundspeed =
groundspeed, b earin g = b earin g , p eak .as = p eak .as, p e a k .in t = p e a k .in t,
tim estam p = tim estam p)
return(info)
} # end o f f u n c tio n

iii)

Function name: add.weather
Function purpose: To set up interpolation functions to bind concurrent wind
speed and direction to each track in df. Wind data are taken from weather.df,
created using function makeweather.

ad d .w eath er
## s e t
rad <deg <-

<-

fu n ctio n (d f,

w eath er.d f)

up c a l c u l a t i o n s to com pute
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (pi/180)
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (180/pi)

{

degrees

## s u b s e t w e a t h e r d a t a t o o n l y i n c l u d e o n e
## r a d a r d a t a f i l e
w e a th e r.d f <- s u b s e t( w e a th e r . d f, tim estam p

from

hour

radians

on

each

and v ic e

end

of

> m in(df$tim estam p)

versa

the
-

60*60

&
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tim estam p

< m ax(df$tim estam p)

+ 60*60)

## c r e a t e a n i n t e r p o l a t i o n f u n c t i o n f r o m t h e w e a t h e r d a t a f o r w i n d s p e e d
i n t e r p . f u n <- a p p r o x f u n ( w e a th e r . d f$ tim e sta m p , w e a th e r . df$w spd, ru le = 2 ,
m ethod = " l i n e a r " )
df$w spd <- i n t e r p . fu n (d f$ tim estam p )
## c r e a t e a n i n t e r p o l a t i o n f u n c t i o n f r o m t h e w e a t h e r
d irectio n
## c o n v e r t f i r s t t o l i n e a r v e c t o r s - x a n d y
w e a th e r.d f$ w d ir.x <- co s(rad (9 0 - w eath er.d f$ w d ir))
w e a th e r.d f$ w d ir.y <- sin (ra d (9 0 - w eath er.d f$ w d ir))

data

for

wind

i n t e r p .f u n <- a p p ro x fu n (w e a th e r.df$tim estam p,
m ethod = " l i n e a r " )
tem p.x <- i n t e r p . fu n (d f$ tim estam p )

w e a th e r . d f $ w d ir . x,

rule=2,

in t e r p .f u n <- a p p ro x fu n (w e a th e r.df$tim estam p,
m ethod = " l in e a r " )
tem p.y <- i n t e r p . fu n (d f$ tim estam p )

w e a t h e r . d f $ w d i r . y,

rule=2,

## c o n v e r t
df$w dir <-

back to u n it v e c to rs
(90 - d e g ( a t a n 2 ( t e m p . y ,

retu rn (d f)
} # end o f

function

iii)

tem p.x)))

%% 3 6 0

Function name: correct.tracks
Function purpose: To compute heading and flight speed relative to wind speed
and direction for each track in df.

c o rre c t.tracks
## s e t
rad <deg <-

<-

fu nction(df)

{

up c a l c u l a t i o n s to com pute
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (pi/180)
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (180/pi)

degrees

from

radians

and v ice

## o b t a i n s h e a d i n g a n d a i r s p e e d b y t a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t w i n d
and
## s p e e d
## B - b e a r i n g o f t h e t r a c k (0 = N o r t h , 9 0 = E a s t , e t c )
## W - d i r e c t i o n t h e w i n d c o m e s f r o m (0 = N o r t h , 90 = E a s t ,
thetaB
thetaW
a ir.x
a ir.y

<<<<-

# com pute

r a d (90 - d f $ b e a r i n g )
r a d ( 1 8 0 + 90 - I ( d f $ w d i r ) )
(df$groundspeed)
(df$groundspeed)
airspeed

and

# 180

* cos(thetaB )
* s in (thetaB )

heading

-

co rrects

for

versa

d irectio n

etc)

"from "

direction

(df$wspd) * c o s(th e ta W )
(df$wspd) * sin (th e ta W )
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d f $ a i r s p e e d < - s q r t ( a i r . x A2 + a i r . y A2)
d f $ h e a d i n g < - (90 - d e g ( a t a n 2 ( a i r . y, a i r . x ) ) )
return(df)
} # end of

iv)

%% 3 6 0

function

Function name: makeweather
Function purpose: To manipulate and organize weather data obtained from an
external source (e.g. from Environment Canada Weather Archive).

## c a l l i n c i r c u l a r
require(circular)
m akew eather

<-

package

f u n c t io n ( w e a t h e r . df)

{

## s u b s e t t o o b t a i n v a r i a b l e s o f i n t e r e s t
w e a th e r.d f <- s u b s e t(w e a th e r.df, s e le c t = c(Y ear,
W ind. D i r . . 1 0 . s . d e g ., W ind. S p d . . k m .h . ) )
# ad ju st v ariab le
n a m e s (w e a th e r. df)

names
<- c (" y e a r" ,

"m onth",

"day",

M onth,

"tim e",

Day,

"w dir",

Time,

"wspd")

# c o n v e r t t o p o s i x t i m e - d a t e s a r e i n LST
w e a th e r.d f$tim estam p <- w ith (w e a th e r. d f, a s . P O S IX c t(s trp tim e (p a s te (y e a r,
m onth, day, t i m e ) ,
f o r m a t = c ( " % Y %m %d %H: %M") ) + 4 * 6 0 * 6 0 ) , t z = "GMT") # s e t t z = GMT s o
t h a t command w i l l n o t u s e c o m p u t e r t i m e zo n e
# a d j u s t w ind d i r e c t i o n
w e a th e r . d f$ w d ir <- w e a th e r . df$w dir*10
w e a th e r.df$ w d ir <- a s . c i r c u l a r ( w e a t h e r .df$w dir, u n its = "d eg rees", type
= "d irectio n s",
t e m p l a t e = " g e o g r a p h i e s " , r o t a t i o n = " c l o c k " , z e r o = 0, m o d u lo = " a s i s " )
# a d j u s t w ind sp e e d
w e a th e r . df$w spd <- w e a th e r . df$w spd

* 1000/3600

## c o n v e r t t o n u m e r i c f o r i n t e r p o l a t i o n i n a d d w e a t h e r . R
w e a th e r.d f$ tim e sta m p <- a s . n u m e ric (w e a th e r.df$tim estam p)
retu rn (w eath er.d f)

}
v)

Function name: process.files
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Function purpose: To simultaneously apply tracksum, add.weather, and
correct.tracks to a single or in multiple *_tracks.csv Files. A *_stats.csv file is
generated from each *_tracks.csv file.
process.file s
## r e a d
in .d ata

in
<-

<-

fu nction(fn)

* _ track s.csv
read .csv (fn )

{

file

## a p p l y f u n c t i o n s a n d c a l l i n w e a t h e r d a t a
tmp < - c o r r e c t . t r a c k s ( a d d . w e a t h e r ( t r a c k . s u m (i n . d a t a ) ,
## c r e a t e new f i l e n a m e : * _ s t a t s . c s v
f .n <- s u b (" _ tra c k s .c sv " , " _ s t a t s . c sv ",
## w r i t e d a t a t o a * _ s t a t s . c s v f i l e
w r i t e . c sv (tm p , p a s t e ( f . n ) , row .nam es

w e a t h e r . d f ))

fn)

= FALSE)

}
vi)

Function name: theta.calc
Function purpose: To calculate 01 and 0 2 for each track in a single or in
multiple *_stats.csv files. A *_statsfix.csv file is generated from each *_stats.csv
file.

## c a l l i n p a c k a g e s
req u ire(lattice)
require(m aptools)
require(circular)
## s e t
ra d <deg <-

up c a l c u l a t i o n s t o com pute
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (pi/180)
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (180/pi)

## v e c t o r m a g n i t u d e
mag < - f u n c t i o n ( v x ,

vy,

vz)

## v e c t o r d o t p r o d u c t
d o t <- fu n c tio n (v lx , v ly ,
vlz*v2z

degrees

from

radians

and v ic e

versa

s q r t ( v x A2 + v y A2 + v z A2 )

viz,

v2x,

v2y,

v2z)

vlx*v2x

## a n g l e b e t w e e n t w o v e c t o r s , i n d e g r e e s
a n g .3 d <- f u n c t i o n ( v l x , v ly , v iz , v2x, v2y, v2z) {
d e g ( a c o s ( d o t ( v l x , v ly , v i z , v2x, v2y, v2z) / (m ag(vlx,
mag(v2x, v2y, v 2 z ) )))

+ vly*v2y

vly,

viz)

+

*
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}
th eta.calc
##
fr

<-

fu n ctio n (statsfile)

read in * _ s ta ts .c s v f i l e
< - r e a d . c s v (s t a t s f i l e , h e a d e r

(

= TRUE)

## c a l c u l a t e 61 a n d 62 f o r e a c h t r a c k
fr$thetal <- with(fr, a n g .,3d(x..end -- x.beg,
0 - x.beg, 0 - y •b e g , 0) )
fr$theta2 <- with(fr, a n g .,3 d (x,
. beg -- x.end,
0 - x .e n d , 0 - y .e n d , 0))
## c r e a t e
file.n am e

y . e n d -■ y •
■beg,

0

y . b e g -- y..end,

0

new f i l e n a m e : * _ s t a t s f i x . c s v
<- s u b (" s t a t s . c s v " , " s t a t s f i x . c s v " ,

statsfile)

## w r i t e d a t a t o a * _ s t a t s f i x . c s v f i l e
w r i t e . c s v ( f r , f i l e . n a m e , r o w . n a m e s = FALSE)
} # end of fu n c tio n

vii)

Function name: radar.calcl
Function purpose: To eliminate tracks where flight speed <8 m/s, vertical flight
speed >±6 m/s, and difference between 01 and 0 2 >50°. Secondarily, this
function is used to appropriately organize data for analyses in chapter 1. Can be
applied to single or multiple *_statsfix.csv files, and all data are stored in a single
dataframe, radar.bin.

## c a l l i n p a c k a g e s
require(m aptools)
requ ire(p ly r)
req u ire(circu lar)
req u ire(C ircS tats)
## o v e r r i d e d e s k t o p t i m e
S y s . s e t e n v ( t z = "GMT")
rad ar.calcl
## s e t
ra d <deg <## r e a d
in .d ata
##

<-

keeping

fu n c tio n (fn,

long,

up c a l c u l a t i o n s t o com pute
fu n c tio n (x ) x * (pi/180)
f u n c t i o n (x) x * ( 1 8 0 / p i )
in
<-

convert

* _ s ta ts f ix .csv
read .csv (fn )
61

and

62

to

lat)

{

degrees

file

circu lar

variab les

from

radians

and v ic e

versa

i n .d a ta $ th e ta l <- a s . c i r c u l a r ( i n .d a ta $ th e ta l,
"degrees", tem plate = "geographies", r o ta tio n
modulo = " a s i s " )

type = "an g le s", u n its
= " c l o c k " , z e r o = 0,

i n . d a ta $ th e ta 2 <- a s . c i r c u l a r ( i n .d a ta $ th e ta 2 ,
"degrees", tem p late = "geographies", r o ta tio n
modulo = " a s i s " )

ty p e = "a n g le s", u n its
= " c l o c k " , z e r o = 0,

## c o n v e r t t i m e s t a m p t o p o s i x t i m e
i n .data$ tim estam p <- a s . P O S IX ct(in.data$tim estam p,
01",
t z = "GMT")
i n . d a t a $ d a t e <- m i n ( a s . D a t e (i n . d a t a $ t i m e s t a m p ) )
## c a l c u l a t e t h e t i m e o f s u n r i s e
l o c a t i o n <- m a t r i x ( c (lo n g , l a t ) ,

orig in

= "1970-01

and su n set
n r o w = 1)

s u n r i s e <- s u n r i s e t (l o c a t i o n , m a x (i n . d a t a $ t i m e s t a m p ) ,
"su n rise",
P O S I X c t . o u t = TRUE)$ t i m e # s u n r i s e f o r e a c h d a y
s u n s e t <- s u n r i s e t (l o c a t i o n , m i n (i n . d a t a $ t i m e s t a m p ) ,
"su n set",
P O S I X c t .o u t = TRU E)$tim e # s u n s e t f o r e a c h day

directio n

directio n

su n set <- a s . P O S IX c t(ife lse (su n rise < sun set,
s u n r i s e t (l o c a t i o n ,
(m ax(i n . d a ta $ tim e s ta m p ) - 24* 6 0 * 6 0 ),
"su n set",
P O S I X c t.o u t = TRU E)$tim e,
s u n s e t), o r ig in = "1970-01-01")
## s u b s e t a c c o r d i n g t o s u n r i s e a n d s u n s e t t i m e s
i n . d a t a <- s u b s e t ( i n . d a ta , tim estam p > (s u n se t tim estam p < (s u n ris e + su n b in * 6 0 * 6 0 ))

=

=

directio n

sunbin*60*60)

&

d if f s u n <- s u n r is e - su n se t
sunbin <- a s .n u m eric(d iffsu n /1 0 )
## g r o u p t r a c k s b y t i m e s t a m p s i n t o t i m e b i n s
i n . d a t a $ t s s < - ( a s . n u m e r i c (i n . d a ta $ tim e s ta m p ) a s . n u m e r ic ( s u n s e t))/(1*60*60)
in .d a ta $ ts s 2 <- f l o o r ( i n .d a ta $ tss/su n b in )* su n b in
in .d a ta $ ts s 2 <- i n .d a ta $ tss2 /su n b in
## g r o u p t r a c k s b y m ean a l t i t u d e i n t o a l t i t d e
i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2 <- r o u n d ( i n . d a t a $ a a l t / 1 0 0 )*100
i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2 [i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2 > 600] < - 700
##

calcu late

v ertical

flig h t

bins

speed

in.data$vertv <- (in.data$z.end - in.data$z.beg)/(in.data$t.end in.data$t.beg)
## s u b s e t t o g e t r i d o f a b i o t i c , a n d / o r b i o l o g i c a l l y
targ ets
i n . d a t a < - s u b s e t ( i n . d a t a , a i r s p e e d > 8)

unreasonable

=
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in .d ata
in .d ata

<<-

s u b s e t( in .d ata,
s u b s e t( in .d ata,

v e rtv > -6 & v e rtv
a b s (i n . d a t a $ t h e t a l

< 6)
- i n .d ata$ th eta2 )

< 50)

## c r e a t e f u n c t i o n t o o b t a i n :
## r e a l - a n o v e r a l l c o u n t o f t r a c k s p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## f i x . n o - a c o u n t o f t r a c k s p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n , c o r r e c t e d
#### f o r t h e l e n g t h o f t h e b i n
## d e s c e n d - a n o v e r a l l c o u n t o f t r a c k s d e s c e n d i n g p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## a s c e n d - a n o v e r a l l c o u n t o f t r a c k s a s c e n d i n g p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## l e v e l - a n o v e r a l l c o u n t o f t r a c k s i n l e v e l f l i g h t p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e
bin
m y.fun <- f u n c tio n ( d f )
{
d a te <- u n iq u e (d f$ d a te )
r e a l < - l e n g t h ( d f $ t r a c k . no)
fix .n o <- le n g th (d f$ tra c k .n o )/su n b in
descend <- l e n g t h ( d f $ t r a c k .n o [d f$ ra te < - 0 . 5 ] ) /su n b in
ascend <- le n g th (d f$ tra c k .n o [d f$ ra te > 0 .5 ] ) /sunbin
le v e l <- le n g th (d f$ tra c k .n o [d f$ ra te > -0 .5 & d f$ ra te < 0 .5 ] ) /sunbin
d a ta . fram e(date = d ate, re a l = re a l, fix .n o = fix .n o , descend = descend,
ascend = ascend, le v e l = level)
) # end of fu n c tio n
## a p p l y f u n c t i o n t o i n . d a t a
tmp < - d d p l y (i n . d a t a , . ( t s s 2 ,

aalt2 ),

m y.fun)

return(tm p)
) # end of fu n c tio n

viii)

Function name: radar.calc2
Function purpose: To eliminate tracks where flight speed <8 m/s, vertical flight
speed >±6 m/s, and difference between 01 and 0 2 >50°. Secondarily, this
function is used to appropriately organize data for analyses in chapter 2. Can be
applied to single or multiple *_statsfix.csv files, and all data are stored in a single
dataframe, radar.bin.

## c a l l i n p a c k a g e s
require(m aptools)
require(plyr)
req uire(circular)
req u ire(C ircS tats)
## o v e r r i d e d e s k t o p t i m e
S y s . s e t e n v ( t z = "GMT")
rad ar.calc2

<-

keeping

fu n c tio n (fn,

long,

lat,

loc)

(
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## s e t
rad <deg <-

up c a l c u l a t i o n s t o com pute
f u n c t i o n (x) x * ( p i / 1 8 0 )
f u n c t i o n (x) x * ( 1 8 0 / p i )

## r e a d
i n . d ata

in
<-

* _ s ta ts f ix .csv
read .csv (fn )

degrees

from

radians

and v ic e

versa

file

## c o n v e r t 0 1 , 0 2 a n d h e a d i n g t o c i r c u l a r v a r i a b l e s
i n .d a ta $ t h e ta l <- a s . c i r c u l a r ( i n .d a t a $ t h e t a l , type = "a n g le s", u n its =
" d e g r e e s " , t e m p l a t e = " g e o g r a p h i e s " , r o t a t i o n = " c l o c k " , z e ro = 0 , m odulo
= "asis")
i n . d a t a $ t h e t a 2 <- a s . c i r c u l a r (i n . d a t a $ t h e t a 2 ,
"d eg rees", tem p late = "g eo g rap h ies", r o ta tio n
= "asis")

type = "a n g le s", u n its =
= " c l o c k " , z e ro = 0 , m odulo

i n . d a ta $ h e a d in g <- a s . c i r c u l a r (i n . d a ta $ h e a d in g , ty p e = " a n g l e s " ,
" d e g re e s" , te m p la te = "g e o g ra p h ie s" , r o t a t i o n = "c lo c k ", zero=0,
= "asis")
## c o n v e r t t i m e s t a m p t o p o s i x t i m e
i n . d a ta $ tim e sta m p <- a s . P O S IX c t(in . d a ta $ tim e sta m p ,
0 1 " , t z = "GMT")
i n . d a t a $ d a t e <- m i n ( a s . D a t e ( i n . d a t a $tim e s ta m p ) )
## c a l c u l a t e t h e t i m e o f s u n r i s e
lo c a tio n <- m a t r i x (c(lo n g , l a t ) ,

orig in

su n set <- s u n ris e t(lo c a tio n , m in (in .d ata$ tim estam p ),
"su n set",
P O S I X c t .o u t = TRU E)$tim e # s u n s e t f o r e a c h day

directio n

directio n

su n set <- a s . P O S IX c t(ife lse (su n rise < sunset,
s u n r i s e t (l o c a t i o n ,
(m ax (in . data$ tim estam p ) - 24*60*60),
"su n set",
P O S IX c t.o u t = TRU E)$tim e,
s u n s e t), o r ig in = "1970-01-01")

d iffsu n <- su n rise - su n set
su n b in <- a s . n u m e ric (d iffsu n /1 0 )
## g r o u p t r a c k s b y t i m e s t a m p s i n t o t i m e b i n s
i n . d a t a $ t s s <- ( a s . n u m e r i c (i n . d a ta $ tim e s ta m p ) a s . n u m e r i c ( s u n s e t ) ) / (1*60*60)
in .d a ta $ ts s 2 <- c e i l i n g ( i n .d a ta $ tss/su n b in )* su n b in
in .d a ta $ ts s 2 <- i n .d a ta $ tss2 /su n b in
tracks

by mean

altitu d e

in to

altitd e

bins

=

=

d irectio n

## s u b s e t a c c o r d i n g t o s u n r i s e a n d s u n s e t t i m e s
i n . d a ta <- s u b s e t ( i n .d a ta , tim estam p > s u n s e t & tim estam p

group

= "1970-01

and su n set
n r o w = 1)

s u n r i s e <- s u n r i s e t ( l o c a t i o n , m ax (i n . d a t a $ t i m e s t a m p ) ,
"su n rise",
P O S I X c t .o u t = TRU E)$tim e # s u n r i s e f o r e a c h day

##

u n its =
modulo

=

< sunrise)
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i n . d a t a $ a a l t <- ( i n . d a t a $ z . end + i n . d a t a $ z . b e g ) /2
i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2 < - r o u n d (i n . d a t a $ a a l t / 1 0 0 ) *100
i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2 [ i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2 > 600] < - 700
i n . d a t a $ a a l t 3 < - "NA"
i n . d a t a $ a a l t 3 [i n . d a t a $ a a l t 2
i n .d a ta $ a a lt3 [in .data$ aalt2

< 500]
> 400]

<<-

"low"
"high"

## c a l c u l a t e v e r t i c a l f l i g h t s p e e d
i n . d a ta $ v e r tv <- ( i n . d a ta $ z . end - i n . d a ta $ z .b e g ) / ( i n . d a t a $ t . end
i n . d a t a $ t . beg)
## s u b s e t d a t a t o g e t r i d o f a b i o t i c ,
## u n r e a s o n a b l e t a r g e t s
in .d a ta <- s u b s e t(in .d a ta , a irsp e e d >
i n .d a t a <- s u b s e t( i n .d a ta , v e rtv > -6
in .d a ta <- s u b s e t( in .d a ta , a b s ( in .d a ta

and/or
8)
& vertv
$ th etal

-

b io lo g ically

< 6)
- i n . d a t a $ t h e t a 2 ) < 50)

## c r e a t e f u n c t i o n t o o b t a i n :
## r e a l - a n o v e r a l l c o u n t o f t r a c k s p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## f i x . n o - a c o u n t o f t r a c k s p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n , c o r r e c t e d
#### f o r t h e l e n g t h o f t h e b i n
## h e a d - m ean h e a d i n g p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## h e a d v - r h o o f h e a d i n g p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## b e a r - m ean b e a r i n g p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## b e a r v - r h o o f b e a r i n g p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## a i r s p e e d - m e a n a i r s p e e d p e r t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n
## d a t e - i d e n t i f y e a c h t i m e - a l t i t u d e b i n b y d a t a
## l o c - s p e c i f y l o c a t i o n
m y.fun <- fu n c tio n ( d f )
(
r e a l < - l e n g t h ( d f $ t r a c k . no)
fix .n o <- le n g th (d f$ tra c k .n o )/su n b in
h e a d < - d e g ( c i r c . m e a n ( r a d ( d f $ h e a d i n g ) ) ) %% 3 6 0
headv <- c i r c . s u m m a ry (ra d (d f$ h e a d in g )) $rho
b e a r < - d e g ( c i r c . m e a n ( r a d ( d f $ b e a r i n g ) ) ) %% 3 6 0
b e a rv <- c i r c . su m m a ry (ra d (d f$ b e a rin g )) $rho
a irsp e e d <- m ean(df$airspeed)
d ate <- m in(df$date)
lo c <- lo c
d a t a . fra m e (re a l = r e a l , fix .n o = fix .n o , head = head, headv = headv,
b e a r = b e a r , b e a rv = b e a rv , a ir s p e e d = a ir s p e e d , d a te = d a te , lo c = loc)
) # end o f fu n c tio n
## a p p l y f u n c t i o n t o i n . d a t a
tmp < - d d p l y ( i n . d a t a ,
.(tss2 ,
return(tm p)
} # end of fu n c tio n

aalt3 ),

m y.fun)

